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R1745

Practical Charts for Managing Behaviour

Books

R1746

Autism in the Classroom a resource kit for Teachers of
students with an ASD

R2423

What's my Opposite (Creative Educational Aids)

This game will help children learn the concept of opposites
along with the appropriate words and comprises of 28 two
piece self-correcting puzzle.

Jigsaw Puzzles

R2468

Hooked on Friendship (Play2Learn Go Fish)

Hooked on Friendship is designed to help children learn
friendship skills while having fun. The framework of the
game will teach players how to make friends, how to be a
good friend and how to resolve conflict with peers. The
scenario cards cover basic le...

Cards

R2470

Catch Good Character (Play2Learn Go Fish)

Catch Good Character covers a range of character
dimensions, including honesty, caring, responsibility,
fairness, and generosity, among others. The questions are
designed to encourage players to give examples from their
own experience about behaviour ...

Cards

R2471

Manners Are a Good Catch (Play2Learn Go Fish)

Manners Are a Good Catch teaches players about the
importance of manners and consideration. It goes beyond
"please" and "thank you" and table manners to help players
see the importance of treating others with kindness and
respect.

Cards

Books

1

R1811

Girls Under the Umbrella of Autism Spectrum Disorders
practical solutions for addressing everyday challenges.

R1812
R1813

Diagnosis Autism Where to go From Here
Pre-schoolers with Autism: An Education and Skills Training
Programme for Parents (Manual for Clinicians)

R1814

What to Do When You Worry Too Much: A Kid's Guide to
Overcoming Anxiety (What to Do Guides for Kids)

R1815

The authors provide insightful firsthand accounts of girl’s
lives along with research-based strategies and practical
techniques for addressing the unique needs of girls on the
spectrum while nurturing and developing their gifts and
talents.

Lori Ernsperger &
Danielle Wendel

Books

Betty Satore
Avril V Brereton &
Bruce J Tonge

Books
Books

What to Do When You Worry Too Much" is an interactive
self-help book designed to guide 612 year olds and their
parents through the cognitive behavioural techniques most
often used in the treatment of generalized anxiety. Engaging,
encouraging, and easy t...

Dawn Huebner &
Bonnie Matthews

Books

Looking after Louis

A young girl sits next to a boy named Louis at school. Louis
has autism, but through imagination, kindness, and a special
game of soccer, his classmates find a way to join him in his
world. Then they can include Louis in theirs.

Lesley Ely & Polly
Dunbar

Books

R1816

Helping Your Child Succeed in School: A Guide for Parents of 4
to 14 Year Olds

Children whose parents are involved in their education tend
to do better in school. This guide offers supportive ways for
parents to help their child learn.

Michael H. Popkin,
Bettie B. Youngs,
Jane M. Healy

Books

R1817

That's Life with Autism Tales and Tips for Families with Autism

The overall message of this book is that people affected by
autism are not alone. Each chapter addresses a specific topic,
and range from the effect of autism in the family on couple
or sibling relationships and intervention options to
educational issues...

Donna Satterlee Ross

Books

This ground-breaking training programme has been
developed in response to a real need

2

R1818

The Complete Guide to Asperger's Syndrome

The definitive handbook for anyone affected by Asperger's
syndrome (AS). It brings together a wealth of information on
all aspects of the syndrome for children through to adults.

Tony Attwood

Books

R1819

Big Machines

R1820

Popposites

Full colour photographs, accompanied by tabs to pull, wheels
to spin, or flaps to lift, demonstrate the concept of
opposites, in an interactive book for small children.

DK Publishing

Books

R1821

Secret Boys' Business

This puberty book includes information about the physical
and emotional changes of puberty. It will give boys a greater
understanding and deeper knowledge about puberty and
sexuality. Information is presented in a sensitive but open
manner.

Angelo, Pritchard,
Stewart

Books

R1822

The Goodnight Caterpillar. The Ultimate Bedtime Story. A
muscular relaxation and meditation bedtime story for children

Muscular Relaxation is essential to a good night’s sleep.
Children follow The Goodnight Caterpillar as they learn to
unwind, relax and see things more clearly. This easy, gentle
exercise relaxes muscles throughout the body as anxiety and
tension slip away...

Lori Lite

Books

R1823

Ten Things Your Student with Autism Wishes You Knew

Now, for the teacher in all of us comes Ten Things Your
Student with Autism Wishes You Knew. The unique
perspective of a child’s voice is back to help us understand
the thinking patterns that guide their actions, shape an
environment conducive to their l...

Ellen Notbohm

Books

R1824

Helping Your Anxious Child A Step-by-step Guide for Parents

The book offers proven effective skills based in cognitive
behavioural therapy (CBT) to aid you in helping your child
overcome intense fears and worries. You'll also find out how
to relieve your child's anxious feelings while parenting with
compassion

Ronald Rapee PhD,
Ann Wignall D
Psych,Susan Spence
PhD, Heidi Lyneham
PhD, Vanessa
Cobham PhD

Books

Books
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R1825

The Anxiety Cure for Kids: A Guide for Parents. A comforting,
practical guide to helping your child deal with anxiety

R2166

An excellent easily read book for families who are looking for
information and help for children with anxiety. The author's
are able to explain the challenges and provide clear help in
understanding and helping a child suffering with anxiety.

Elizabeth DuPont
Spencer, Robert L.
DuPont, Caroline M.
DuPont

Books

When Horse became Saw: a Family's Journey through Autism

ANTHONY MACRIS

Books

R2167

A Work in Progress: Behaviour Management Strategies & A
Curriculum for Intensive Behavioral Treatment of Autism

Ron Leaf & John
McEachin

Books

R2168

A Work in Progress: Behaviour Management Strategies & A
Curriculum for Intensive Behavioral Treatment of Autism

Ron Leaf & John
McEachin

Books

R2169

A Work in Progress Companion Series: 5 DVD set

Combines written booklets on various teaching strategies
along with actual demonstrations. Topics: Cool v Not Cool,
Learning how to Learn, Teaching Interactions, Token
Economy & Developing Reinforcers

Ron Leaf & John
McEachin

DVD/Computer
Software

R2170

A Work in Progress Companion Series: 5 DVD set

Combines written booklets on various teaching strategies
along with actual demonstrations. Topics: Cool v Not Cool,
Learning how to Learn, Teaching Interactions, Token
Economy & Developing Reinforcers

Ron Leaf & John
McEachin

DVD/Computer
Software

R2171

A Work in Progress Companion Series: 5 DVD set

Combines written booklets on various teaching strategies
along with actual demonstrations. Topics: Cool v Not Cool,
Learning how to Learn, Teaching Interactions, Token
Economy & Developing Reinforcers

Ron Leaf & John
McEachin

DVD/Computer
Software

R2172

The Fitzroy Readers, extension #1x, Ann and Mal.

Books

R2173

The Fitzroy Readers, extension #2x, Tom Cat and Jim Rat.

Books

R2174

The Fitzroy Readers, extension #3x, The Mud Hut

Books

R2175

The Fitzroy Readers, extension #4x, Ants at the Camp

Books
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R2176

The Fitzroy Readers, extension #5x, The Big Mess

Books

R2177

The Fitzroy Readers, extension #6x, The Sick Dog

Books

R2178
R2179
R2180

The Fitzroy Readers, extension #7x
The Fitzroy Readers, extension #8x
The Fitzroy Readers, extension #9x, The Billabong

Books
Books
Books

R2181

The Fitzroy Readers, extension #10x, Cat and Kitten

Books

R2182

The Angel who was accidentally born on Earth. The story of an
angel who learns to behave like other little boys and live on
earth just like a human.

Books

R2183

Words From Those Who Care: Further Case Studies of ABA with
People with Autism AMAC

Books

R2184

Motivate to Communicate! 300 Games and Activities for Your
Child with Autism
Early Intervention for Children with Autism Spectrum
Disorders: Guidelines for Best Practice

Books

R2186

Socially Curious and Curiously Social. A social thinking guide for
bright teens and young adults.

Books

R2187

Thinking About You, Thinking About Me. Teaching perspective
taking and social thinking to persons with Social Cognitive
Learning Challenges (2nd Ed.)

Books

R2188

You Are A Social Detective! Explaining Social Thinking To Kids

R2189

Feeling our way: or 'Help! My Kid is on the Spectrum'

R2185

Books

Every one of us is a Social Detective. We are good Social
Detectives when we use our eyes, ears, and brains to figure
out what others are planning to do next or are presently
doing and what they mean by their words and deeds. This
entertaining comic book...

Michelle Garcia
Winner and Pamela
Crooke

Books

Books
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R2190

Crafting Connections: Contemporary Applied Behaviour
Analysis for enriching the social lives of persons with Autism
Spectrum Disorder.

The book contains a comprehensive curriculum that focuses
on Social Awareness, Social Communication, Social
Interaction, Social Learning, and Social Relatedness. The
authors present the methods and means to teach and
individualize programs.

Mitchell Taubman),
Ron Leaf, John
McEachin

Books

R2191

It's Time For School: building quality ABA educational programs
for students with Autism Spectrum Disorders

Books

R2192

It's Time For School: building quality ABA educational programs
for students with Autism Spectrum Disorders

Books

R1826

Extraordinary Parenting: A manual for parents of children aged
012 with chronic physical or medical conditions.

Extraordinary parenting : protecting self-esteem and
minimising depressive outcomes in preadolescent children
who have significant medical or physical conditions

Elizabeth Bruce

Books

R1827

Toilet Training for Individuals with Autism or Other
Developmental Issues: Second Edition

Toilet training can be a battleground for parents and
children. In this book—the only one on the market dealing
with the specific issues involved in toilet training children
with autism.

Maria Wheeler

Books

R1828

Parent's Education as Autism Therapists

This text is a useful introduction to ABA for parents and
professionals working with children with autism.

Mickey Keenan

Books

R1829

Making a Difference: Behavioral Intervention for Autism

drawing from solid research, specific experiences the
researchers, parents, & practitioners who contributed to that
book explained the principles of behaviour analysis &
application to autism intervention

Catherine Maurice,
Gina Green, Richard
Foxx

Books

R1830

Time to Talk: A Programme to Develop Oral and Social
Interaction Skills for Reception and Key Stage One

This book has been developed to teach and develop oral
language and social interaction skills to children aged 46.

Alison Schroeder

Books

6

R1831

Art Therapy with Children on the Autistic Spectrum

Art Therapy with Children on the Autistic Spectrum presents
a new model of practice, which primarily focuses on
communication difficulties. The authors describe how
negative behaviours and subsequent tension may be
alleviated when the autistic child is i...

Kathy Evans, Janek
Dubowski

Books

R1832

The Stop & Think Parenting Book: A Guide to Children's Good
Behaviour

the Stop & Think Parenting Book helps teach children over 20
important behavioural skills:

Dr. Howie Knoff

Books

R1833

Social Skills Activities for secondary students with special needs

Collection of 200 ready to use worksheets to help
adolescents build the social skills they need to interact
effectively with others and learn how to apply these skills to
various real-life settings, situations, and problems.

Darlene Mannix

Books

R1834

Don't Call Me Special

This delightful picture book explores questions and concerns
about physical disabilities in a simple and reassuring way.
Younger children can find out about individual disabilities,
special equipment that is available to help the disabled, and
how people...

Pat Thomas

Books

R1835

Autism & Play.

Handbook describes different play sequences which
encourage the integration of social, emotional and cognitive
development in autistic children. Focuses on the four key
skills of visualizing, imitation, mirroring, and turn taking. For
professionals and p...

Jannik Beyer

Books

R1836

Special Boys' Business

This book has been written for boys with special needs. It
supports boys, their parents and carers through the changes
experienced at puberty

Heather Anderson,
Fay Angelo, Rose
Stewart

Books

R1837

Secret Girls Business

Book intended for young children (8 years +) that explains
the changes girls undergo at puberty, using simple text and
colour illustrations.

Heather Pritchard,
Rose Stewart

Books
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R1838

Secret Boys' Business

This book has been written for boys with special needs. It
supports boys, their parents and carers through the changes
experienced at puberty

Heather Anderson,
Fay Angelo, Rose
Stewart

Books

R1839

Look me in the eye my life with asperger's.

Look me in the eye tells of a child's heartbreaking
desperation to connect with others, and his struggle to pass
as ‘normal’ a struggle that would continue into adulthood.

John Elder Robison

Books

R2193

The Socially Speaking Game (Ages 7+). Using a variety of roleplay and problem-solving activities, children are given the
opportunity to practise vital social skills.

Educational
Games & Toys

R2194

Bingo Addition. Contains 36 playing cards, calling cards and
mat, chips. Ages 6 and up.
Bingo Subtraction. Contains 36 playing cards, calling cards and
mat, chips. Ages 6 and up.

Educational
Games & Toys
Educational
Games & Toys

R2196

Bingo Multiplication. Contains 36 playing cards, calling cards
and mat, chips. Ages 8 and up.

Educational
Games & Toys

R2197

Early Memory Games What does not Belong. Ages 5 and Up.
Three levels of difficulty. Contains 25 large and sturdy cards.

Educational
Games & Toys

R2198

Step by Step Phonics SIMPLE SENTENCES, 8th Step. Ages 6 and
Up. Introduces the child to the basic rules of sentence
construction the placing of nouns, verbs, adjectives,
prepositions and articles in a sentence. Using the phonetic
method.

Educational
Games & Toys

R2199

Storybook and Floor Puzzle Read the story. Use the
electrostatic stickers to complete the illustrations. See how fast
you can build the 15piece puzzle.

Educational
Games & Toys

R2200

Guess Who? Face Finding Game. Contains 2 fully assembled
playing boards featuring 20 different faces, 1 deck of cards and
illustrations.

Educational
Games & Toys

R2195
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R2201

Who is it? To find out the suspect person. 2 -4 players. Ages 3
yrs and Up.
Whose Home? Match animals with their homes. Ages 4 and
Up. 21 sets of two piece self-correcting puzzles. Develops
memory, concentration, observation, language, vocabulary and
matching skills.

Educational
Games & Toys
Educational
Games & Toys

R2204

Roll Up Car Mat Portable play mats are large enough (approx.
70 x 43cm) to have 2 children play on them but small enough
to roll up with cars in their ‘garages’ when it is time to pack up.

Sensory Toys

R2205

Roll Up Car Mat Portable play mats are large enough (approx.
70 x 43cm) to have 2 children play on them but small enough
to roll up with cars in their ‘garages’ when it is time to pack up.

Sensory Toys

R2206

Kimochi Cloud 'feel guide' Comes with Kimochi Cloud

Sensory Toys

R2207
R2208
R2209
R2210
R2211
R2212
R2213
R2214
R2215
R2216
R2217
R2219

Kimochi Cloud 'Happy' plush
Kimochi Cloud 'Mad' plush
Kimochi Cloud 'Sad' plush
Kimochi Huggtopus 'feel guide'
Kimochi Huggtopus 'silly' plush
Kimochi Huggtopus 'frustrated' plush
Kimochi Huggtopus 'happy' plush
Kimochi Bug 'feel guide'
Kimochi bug 'happy' plush
Kimochi Big 'left out' plush
Kimochi Bug 'Brave' plush
BOARDMAKER: contains: folder, Aussie School Fonts;
Boardmaker software v6 for Windows; Boardmaker Addendum
bundle; Boardmaker Tutorial and Boardmaker User guide

Sensory Toys
Sensory Toys
Sensory Toys
Sensory Toys
Sensory Toys
Sensory Toys
Sensory Toys
Sensory Toys
Sensory Toys
Sensory Toys
Sensory Toys
DVD/Computer
Software

R2202
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R2220

BOARDMAKER: contains: folder, Aussie School Fonts;
Boardmaker software v6 for Windows; Boardmaker Addendum
bundle; Boardmaker Tutorial and Boardmaker User guide

DVD/Computer
Software

R2221

Autism at School a video resource for teachers and parents in
New Zealand but applicable to Australian schooling experience.

DVD/Computer
Software

R2222

What are you doing? A film about Autism and explaining ASD
to school aged children

"What are you doing?" is a short film, created by Autism
Awareness, which aims to teach school aged children about
acceptance and understanding of their peers with Autism
Spectrum Disorder (ASD).

DVD/Computer
Software

The film addresses some of the fears children may have ...
R1840

BEHAVIORASK Straight Answers to your ABA Programming
Questions

Behaviorask is a collection of answers to over 100 of the
most common ABA programming questions, discussed in rich
detail. The authors are Board Certified Behaviour Analysts
with many years of experience providing ABA-based
programs in schools, homes, and...

Bobby Newman

Books

R1841

Stress and Coping in Autism

This important volume provides a theoretical framework for
the usefulness of the stress construct in understanding and
treating autism. Contributions by researchers, clinicians,
teachers and persons living with autism illustrate how stress
influences the...

M. Grace Baron, June
Groden, Gerald
Groden, Lewis P.
Lipsitt

Books

R1842

Understanding Applied Behaviour Analysis: An introduction to
ABA for parents, teachers & other professionals.

This introductory guide to ABA demystifies the basic
terminology and explains the underlying principles and
commonly used procedures and programs

Albert J. Kearney &
Ali Mohamed ElSayed

Books
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R1843

Raising a Child With Autism: A Guide to Applied Behaviour
Analysis for Parents

Explains how parents can adapt the practical techniques
used in ABA for use at home. Richman provides tips and
guidelines to increase play skills, improve communication
and sibling interactions and increase independence. The
book also covers toilet training

Shira Richman

Books

R1844

Teacher Assistants Big Red Book of Ideas

Hundreds of ideas you can try. Setting up the classroom, the
role of the teacher assistant, behaviour in the classroom and
playground, stages of anxiety, transition, sensory toys and
activities. Includes frequently asked questions and MORE!

Sue Larkey & Anna
Tullemans

Books

R1845

Understanding Asperger's Syndrome FAST FACTS A Guide for
Teachers & Educators to Address the Needs of the Student

Books

R1846

Self-help Skills for People with Autism: A Systematic Teaching
Approach. A very practical book for both parents and school
staff.

Books

R1847
R1848

Dr. Spock's Baby & Child Care 8th Edition
Easy Toilet Training

R1849

STAY DRY Strategies to help toilet train your child

Books

R1850

There's No Such Thing as a Silly Question a practical guide for
families living with a child with chronic illness, disability,
mental illness or a life-threatening condition

Books

R1851

The Asperger's Answer Book: The Top 300 Questions Parents
Ask. This is a reassuring, authortative reference for parents,
families and educators, providing sound advice and immediate
answers and information.

Books

R1852

Challenging behaviour and autism: Making sense making
progress.

R1853
R1854

The Really Amazing Animal Book
Talk about

Dr. Benjamin Spock?
Rebecca Craner

A guide to preventing and managing challenging behaviours
for parents and teachers. This book is for parents, teachers
and carers of youngsters with ASD.

Philip Whitaker,
David Edwards,
Helen Joy, Jane
Harley

Books
Books

Books

Books
Books
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R1855

Keys to Success for Teaching Students with Autism

R1856
R1857

The Baby Book of the Body
AUSTRALIAN AUTISM HANDBOOK. The essential resource guide
for autism spectrum disorders

R1858
R1859
R1860

The Sixth Sense II
Taking Care of Myself
Incorporating Social Goals in the Classroom A Guide for
Teachers and Parents of Children with High Functioning Autism
and Asperger Syndrome

R1861

Ready...Set... R.E.L.A.X. A Research Based Program of
Relaxation, Learning & Self-esteem for Children

Books

R1862

English Levels 14 Speaking and Listening Curriculum Standards
Framework
About Me and You (Student Workbook) + DVD

Books

R2223

R2224
R2227

Friends: Video modelling for children embarking on
socialization skills
Watch Me Learn: Let's Play!

R2228

Watch Me Learn: Let's Play!

Michael Whelan

the go to guide for parents whose children have been
diagnosed with an Autism Spectrum Disorder

Benison O'Reilly,
Kathryn Wicks
Autism Victoria
Autism Victoria
Sue Dengate

About Me and you is a comprehensive teaching video with
original music, a vocabulary section, a fun teaching session
and peer activities in every scenario.

Let’s Play teaches beginner and advanced beginner
developmental skills through the use of video modelling
within the context of play and everyday life settings. Skills
are performed by children in natural settings and fun play
scenarios.

Books
Books
Books

Books
Books
Books

Books

DVD/Computer
Software
DVD/Computer
Software

Let’s Play – An Educational DVD
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Let’s Play teaches beginner and advanced beginner
developmental skills through the use of video modelling
within the context of play and everyday life settings. Skills
are performed by children in natural settings and fun...

DVD/Computer
Software

R2229

Riding, Hiding, Food and Fun!

DVD/Computer
Software
DVD/Computer
Software

R2230

Riding, Hiding, Food and Fun!

Riding, Hiding, Food and Fun! Teaches children fun activities,
social skills and specific lessons within each scenario. The
goal of this video is to continue to teach children social skills
and all of the skills necessary to complete the fun activities
s...

R2231

School Days children learn from other children

School Days An Educational DVD
Join the kids in School Days and learn how to navigate
through a day at school that includes: gym class, art class,
math activities, lunch, bus time and more…. The video brings
school to life while it teaches children ma...

DVD/Computer
Software

R2232

School Days children learn from other children

Join the kids in School Days and learn how to navigate
through a day at school that includes: gym class, art class,
math activities, lunch, bus time and more…. The video brings
school to life while it teaches children many different types
of skills that ...

DVD/Computer
Software

R2233
R2234

Look…Listen…I Can Do It! (Student Workbook)
Flashcards (Basic Level) VERBS. Cards for teaching early
language, social and communication skills.

Books
Cards

R2235

Flashcards (Basic Level) COLOURS. Cards for teaching early
language, social and communication skills.

Cards

R2236

Flashcards (Basic Level) MATCHING COLOURS. Cards for
teaching early language, social and communication skills.

Cards
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R2237

Flashcards (Basic Level) MATCHING IDENTICAL PICTURES. Cards
for teaching early language, social and communication skills.

Cards

R2238

Flashcards (Basic Level) MATCHING PICTURES TO OBJECTS.
Cards for teaching early language, social and communication
skills.

Cards

R2239

Flashcards (Basic Level) MATCHING SHAPES. Cards for teaching
early language, social and communication skills.

Cards

R2240

Flashcards (Basic Level) NOUNS. Cards for teaching early
language, social and communication skills.

Cards

R2241

Flashcards (Basic Level) SHAPES. Cards for teaching early
language, social and communication skills.

Cards

R2242

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) VERBS. Cards for building on
existing language and communication vocabulary, as well as
enhancing social development.

Cards

R2243

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) ASSOCIATIVE OBJECTS. Cards
for building on existing language and communication
vocabulary, as well as enhancing social development.

Cards

R2244

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) ATTRIBUTES. Cards for building
on existing language and communication vocabulary, as well as
enhancing social development.

Cards

R2245

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) CATEGORIES FOOD AND
TRANSPORT. Cards for building on existing language and
communication vocabulary, as well as enhancing social
development.

Cards

R2246

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) CATEGORIES CLOTHING,
ANIMAL & FURNITURE. Cards for building on existing language
and communication vocabulary, as well as enhancing social
development.

Cards
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R2247

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) COMMUNITY HELPERS. Cards
for building on existing language and communication
vocabulary, as well as enhancing social development.

Cards

R2248

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) EMOTIONS. Cards for building
on existing language and communication vocabulary, as well as
enhancing social development.

Cards

R1863
R1864

English Levels 14 Reading and Writing
Asperger Syndrome and Sensory Issues Practical Solutions for
Making Sense of the World

Books
Books

R1865

Autism For All Teachers: A teacher's guide to working with
students with autism spectrum disorder

R1866

Asperger Syndrome A Practical Guide for Teachers

R1867
R1868

My First Number Book
Reaching Out, Joining In Teaching Social Skills to Young
Children with Autism
Everybody is Different: A book for young people who have
brothers or sisters with autism.

R1869

R1870
R1871
R1872

The Reading and Writing Program
Siblings
Two Bears on Holiday A pop-up book of opposites

Written in a very reader friendly style, the book covers the
impact of the sensory system on behaviour, reviews formal
and informal assessment tools and offers an invaluable set of
practical interventions that can be used by parents and
educators alike to...

A clear and concise guide to effective classroom practice. It is
designed for teachers and assistants supporting children with
Asperger syndrome in mainstream schools and other nonspecialist settings

Brenda Smith Myles,
Nancy E. Miller,
Katherine Tapscott
Cook

Gardner, Judith M

Books

Val Cumine , Julia
Dunlop, Gill
Stevenson

Books

Books
Books
This book gives answers to the many questions brothers and
sisters of young people on the autism spectrum have about
their siblings. In addition to explaining in basic terms the
characteristics of autism, this little book is full of helpful
suggestions f...

Fiona Bleach

Books

Books
Books
Books
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R1873
R1874

Teaching Individuals with Developmental Delays Basic
Intervention Techniques
Comic Strip Conversations

Books

R1875

Anger Management A practical guide

R1876
R1877

Somebody Somewhere
Making and Keeping Friends Ready to use Lessons, Stories and
Activities for Building Relationships, Grades 48

R1878

Asperger's Syndrome A Guide for Parents and Professionals

R1879

Visual Strategies for Improving Communication Practical
Supports for School and Home

Books

R1880

Supporting Children with Autism in Mainstream Schools

Books

R1881

Relationship Development Intervention with Young Children
Social and emotional Development Activities for Asperger
Syndrome, Autism, PDD and NLD

Books

R1882

You're Going to Love This Kid Teaching Students with Autism in
the Inclusive Classroom

Books

Carol Gray combines stick figures with "conversation
symbols" to illustrate what people say and think during
conversations. Showing what people are thinking reinforces
that others have independent thoughts a concept spectrum
children don't intuitively ...

Carol Gray

Books

Containing information, explanations and practical advice
that will enable you to cope with angry behaviour in the best
way possible, as well as a range of helpful photocopiable
resources, this book will prove invaluable to teachers as well
as parents, c...

Adrian Faupel,
Elizabeth Herrick,
Peter M. Sharp

Books

Books
Books

Tony Attwood's guide will assist parents and professionals
with the identification, treatment and care of both children
and adults with Asperger's Syndrome. The book provides a
description and analysis of the unusual characteristics of the
syndrome and pr...

Tony Atwood

Books
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R1883

The Social Skills Picture Book Teaching play, emotion, and
communication to children with autism

Books

R1884

The Social Skills Picture Book for High School and Beyond

Books

R1885
R1886

My friend with Autism
Do Watch Listen Say: Social and communication intervention
for children with autism

Books
Books

R2249

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) ENVIRONMENTAL OBJECTS.
Cards for building on existing language and communication
vocabulary, as well as enhancing social development.

Cards

R2250

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) FUNCTION OBJECTS. Cards for
building on existing language and communication vocabulary,
as well as enhancing social development.

Cards

R2251

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) GENDER. Cards for building on
existing language and communication vocabulary, as well as
enhancing social development.

Cards

R2252

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) MATCHING LETTERS. Cards for
building on existing language and communication vocabulary,
as well as enhancing social development.

Cards

R2253

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) MATCHING LETTERS. Cards for
building on existing language and communication vocabulary,
as well as enhancing social development.

Cards

R2254

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) MATCHING NUMBERS. Cards
for building on existing language and communication
vocabulary, as well as enhancing social development.

Cards

This comprehensive intervention guide and accompanying
activities are easily adapted to develop a curriculum for both
children who are verbal and those who use augmentative
and alternative communication, and it can be implemented
at home or in the classroom

Kathleen Quill Ed.D.
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R2255

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) MATCHING QUANTITIES
(IDENTICAL). Cards for building on existing language and
communication vocabulary, as well as enhancing social
development.

Cards

R2256

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) MATCHING SIMILAR PICTURES.
Cards for building on existing language and communication
vocabulary, as well as enhancing social development.

Cards

R2257

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) NUMBERS. Cards for building
on existing language and communication vocabulary, as well as
enhancing social development.

Cards

R2258

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) PLACES. Cards for building on
existing language and communication vocabulary, as well as
enhancing social development.

Cards

R2259

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) PREPOSITIONS. Cards for
building on existing language and communication vocabulary,
as well as enhancing social development.

Cards

R2260

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) SEQUENCE CARDS BASIC. Cards
for building on existing language and communication
vocabulary, as well as enhancing social development.

Cards

R2261

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) SEQUENCE CARDS
INTERMEDIATE. Cards for building on existing language and
communication vocabulary, as well as enhancing social
development.

Cards

R2262

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) SEQUENCE CARDS ADVANCED.
Cards for building on existing language and communication
vocabulary, as well as enhancing social development.

Cards
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R2263

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) WHAT IS MISSING? Cards for
building on existing language and communication vocabulary,
as well as enhancing social development.

Cards

R2264

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) VERBS. Cards for building on
existing language and communication vocabulary, as well as
enhancing social development.

Cards

R2265

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) ASSOCIATIVE OBJECTS. Cards
for building on existing language and communication
vocabulary, as well as enhancing social development.

Cards

R2266

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) ATTRIBUTES. Cards for building
on existing language and communication vocabulary, as well as
enhancing social development.

Cards

R2267

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) CATEGORIES FOOD AND
TRANSPORT. Cards for building on existing language and
communication vocabulary, as well as enhancing social
development.

Cards

R2268

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) CATEGORIES CLOTHING,
ANIMAL & FURNITURE. Cards for building on existing language
and communication vocabulary, as well as enhancing social
development.

Cards

R2269

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) COMMUNITY HELPERS. Cards
for building on existing language and communication
vocabulary, as well as enhancing social development.

Cards

R2270

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) EMOTIONS. Cards for building
on existing language and communication vocabulary, as well as
enhancing social development.

Cards
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R1887

Behavioural Intervention For Young Children with Autism

The manual gives the reader concrete information on how to
evaluate treatment options and differentiate scientifically
validated interventions from fads and miracle cures; assess
children s skills, needs, and progress objectively and
systematically; teak...

Catherine Maurice ,
Gina Green ,Stephen
C. Luce

Books

R1888

Navigating the Social World A Curriculum for Individuals with
Asperger's Syndrome, High Functioning Autism and Related
Disorders.

Books

R1889

Thoughtful Listening Skills Grades 56. Designed to teach
listening skills and to provide practice in remembering and
thinking about facts.

Books

R1890
R1891

All about emotions workbook
Thoughtful Listening Skills Grades 34. Designed to teach
listening skills and to provide practice in remembering and
thinking about facts.

Books
Books

R1892

Books

R1893

Oh Brother! Growing up with a special needs sibling ages
813yrs
Russell is Extra Special A book about autism for children

R1894

Behaviour Modification Basic Principles THIRD EDITION

R1895

What About Me? The autism survival guide for kids. Do you
have a brother or sister with autism? Do you know someone at
your school who has autism? If you do, this book's for you.

Books

R1896

Incredible Great Hunters

Books

Books
This classic book presents the basic principles of behaviour
emphasizing the use of preventive techniques as well as
consequences naturally available in the home, business, or
school environment to change important behaviours

David Lee & Saul
Axelrod

Books
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R1897

EMERGENCE: Labelled Autistic

The story of Temple Grandin, how she went from a fear
gripped, autistic childhood to become a successful world
leader in her field.

Temple Grandin &
Margaret M. Scariano

Books

R1898

Smiling at Shadows: A mother's journey through heartache and
joy. The story of Junee and Rod Waites and their son Dane. It is
an insightful and honest account of the often difficult path to
adulthood that an autistic child must face

Books

R1899

MORE. Laughing and Loving with Autism: A collection of "real
life" warm and humorous stories.

Books

R1900

MUCH MORE. Laughing and Loving with Autism. A collection of
"real life" warm and humorous stories.

Books

R1901

Introduction to Theory of Mind Children, Autism and Apes.
Examines the extreme and socially crippling syndrome of
autism, he encourages fuller understanding of the key factors
involved in the process of humans' capacity to understand one
another

Books

R1902

The World of the Autistic Child: Understanding and treating
Autistic Spectrum Disorders An authorities and easily readable
book for students, professionals and parents who are
struggling to understand and help those with autism.

Books

R1903

Teaching Children with Autism to Mind Read - a practical guide.
This easy to follow graded teaching guide is of particular
relevance to special needs teachers, educational and clinical
psychologist, speech therapists and carers of children with an
ASD.

Books
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R1904

Teaching Children with Autism Strategies to enhance
communication and socialisation. This book describes teaching
strategies & instructional adaptations which promote
communication and socialisation in children with autism.

Books

R1905
R1906

Explorers Insects
Asperger’s Syndrome & Your Child A Parent’s Guide, unlocking
your child's potential An informative, empathetic and
comprehensive guide to this elusive condition, answers the
most common questions and offers an encouraging outlook for
your child's future

R1907

I Want to Play A children's problem solving book. Children
learn by thinking through problems themselves. I Want to Play
gives the young listener lots of opportunities to practice
thinking. Help your child along the road to effective and …

Books

R1908

1001 Great Ideas for Teaching & Raising Children with Autism
Spectrum Disorders. Offers page after page of try it now
solutions that have worked for thousands with children
grappling with communication, social, sensory, behaviour, selfcare issues & more

Books

R2271

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) ENVIRONMENTAL OBJECTS.
Cards for building on existing language and communication
vocabulary, as well as enhancing social development.

Cards

R2272

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) FUNCTION OBJECTS. Cards for
building on existing language and communication vocabulary,
as well as enhancing social development.

Cards

An informative, empathetic and comprehensive guide to this
elusive condition, answers the most common questions and
offers an encouraging outlook for your child's future

Michael D. Powers &
Janet Poland

Books
Books
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R2273

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) GENDER. Cards for building on
existing language and communication vocabulary, as well as
enhancing social development.

Cards

R2274

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) MATCHING LETTERS. Cards for
building on existing language and communication vocabulary,
as well as enhancing social development.

Cards

R2275

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) MATCHING LETTERS. Cards for
building on existing language and communication vocabulary,
as well as enhancing social development.

Cards

R2276

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) MATCHING NUMBERS. Cards
for building on existing language and communication
vocabulary, as well as enhancing social development.

Cards

R2277

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) MATCHING QUANTITIES
(IDENTICAL). Cards for building on existing language and
communication vocabulary, as well as enhancing social
development.

Cards

R2278

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) MATCHING SIMILAR PICTURES.
Cards for building on existing language and communication
vocabulary, as well as enhancing social development.

Cards

R2279

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) NUMBERS. Cards for building
on existing language and communication vocabulary, as well as
enhancing social development.

Cards

R2280

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) PLACES. Cards for building on
existing language and communication vocabulary, as well as
enhancing social development.

Cards

R2281

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) PREPOSITIONS. Cards for
building on existing language and communication vocabulary,
as well as enhancing social development.

Cards
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R2282

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) SEQUENCE CARDS BASIC. Cards
for building on existing language and communication
vocabulary, as well as enhancing social development.

Cards

R2283

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) SEQUENCE CARDS
INTERMEDIATE. Cards for building on existing language and
communication vocabulary, as well as enhancing social
development.

Cards

R2284

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) SEQUENCE CARDS ADVANCED.
Cards for building on existing language and communication
vocabulary, as well as enhancing social development.

Cards

R2285

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) WHAT IS MISSING? Cards for
building on existing language and communication vocabulary,
as well as enhancing social development.

Cards

R2286

Flashcards (Advanced Level) VERBS. Cards to extend upon
many skills learnt prior (including consolidated language,
reinforcing understanding emotions).

Cards

R2287

Flashcards (Advanced Level) LETTERS. Cards to extend upon
many skills learnt prior (including consolidated language,
reinforcing understanding emotions).

Cards

R2288

Flashcards (Advanced Level) MATCHING QUANTITIES
(SIMILAR). Cards to extend upon many skills learnt prior
(including consolidated language, reinforcing understanding
emotions).

Cards

R2289

Flashcards (Advanced Level) WHAT IS WRONG. Cards to extend
upon many skills learnt prior (including consolidated language,
reinforcing understanding emotions).

Cards
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R2290

Flashcards (Advanced Level) WHEN QUESTIONS. Cards to
extend upon many skills learnt prior (including consolidated
language, reinforcing understanding emotions).

Cards

R2291

Flashcards (Advanced Level) WHY/BECAUSE QUESTIONS. Cards
to extend upon many skills learnt prior (including consolidated
language, reinforcing understanding emotions).

Cards

R2292

Flashcards (Advanced Level) VERBS. Cards to extend upon
many skills learnt prior (including consolidated language,
reinforcing understanding emotions).

Cards

R2293

Flashcards (Advanced Level) LETTERS. Cards to extend upon
many skills learnt prior (including consolidated language,
reinforcing understanding emotions).

Cards

R1909

Autism Asperger’s: Solving the Relationship Puzzle

Steve Gutstein, a psychologist and autism specialist, has
dedicated his life to bridging the social gap between children
with autism and the rest of us.

Steven E. Gutstein

Books

R1910

Autism & PDD Social Skills Lessons HOME ages 3 to 8

These one page, rebus supported stories help students
understand and use appropriate behaviour and social skills.

Books

R1911

Asperger Syndrome practical strategies for the classroom.

A teacher's guide. Produced by The National Autistic Society
Headquarters in the UK.

Pam Britton Reese
and Nena C.
Challenner.
Brenda Smith Myles,
Nancy E. Miller,
Katherine Tapscott
Cook

R1912

STEPS Toward Basic Concepts Development

Books

R1913

Through The Glass Wall: A remarkable testament of hope and
love, these pages recount Howard Buten's lifelong journey
working with autistic children.

Books

R1916

Teach Me Language

Articles

R1917

My First Picture Dominoes

Educational
Games & Toys

Books
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R1918

My First Alphabet Lotto

R1919

Cat's Cradle and Other String Games book

R1921

Turtle Talk Fluency and Language game for ages 3 and up.

R1922

Teletubbies Memory game (red 'Po' missing)

R1923

Silly Sentences for ages 47yrs. Grammar skills practice for the
first three years of school (120 pieces)

R1925

Thomas and Friends Memory Game ages 3 and over

R1926

Ask & Answer" Social Skills Games

R1929

Bob the Builder snap cards

R1930

Thomas & Friends snap cards

R1931

Blocks 12 pieces

R1932

WHAT'S NEXT? 8 sets of 4 Scene Sequence Cards a memory
game that develops the habit of logical thinking and
storytelling skills. (Ages 5+). 32 cards

R1933
R1935

What's The Difference? 15 Sets of 4 Pictures each Ages 3 and
above
LOTTINO Dick Bruna kids lotto game

R1936

What's The Time? A memory game about learning the time

Educational
Games & Toys
Educational
Games & Toys
Educational
Games & Toys
Educational
Games & Toys
Educational
Games & Toys
Educational
Games & Toys
Educational
Games & Toys
Educational
Games & Toys
Educational
Games & Toys
Educational
Games & Toys
Educational
Games & Toys

Cards
This colourful matching game encourages the development
of shape recognition, concentration and problem solving
skills. Players identify and match the lotto cards with the
drawings on their playing boards. Contents includes 6 double
sided playing boards ...

Educational
Games & Toys

Educational
Games & Toys
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R2294

Flashcards (Advanced Level) MATCHING QUANTITIES
(SIMILAR). Cards to extend upon many skills learnt prior
(including consolidated language, reinforcing understanding
emotions).

Cards

R2295

Flashcards (Advanced Level) WHAT IS WRONG. Cards to extend
upon many skills learnt prior (including consolidated language,
reinforcing understanding emotions).

Cards

R2296

Flashcards (Advanced Level) WHEN QUESTIONS. Cards to
extend upon many skills learnt prior (including consolidated
language, reinforcing understanding emotions).

Cards

R2297

Flashcards (Advanced Level) WHY/BECAUSE QUESTIONS. Cards
to extend upon many skills learnt prior (including consolidated
language, reinforcing understanding emotions).

Cards

R2298

Flashcards (Basic Level) VERBS. Cards for teaching early
language, social and communication skills.

Cards

R2299

Flashcards (Basic Level) COLOURS. Cards for teaching early
language, social and communication skills.

Cards

R2300

Flashcards (Basic Level) MATCHING COLOURS. Cards for
teaching early language, social and communication skills.

Cards

R2301

Flashcards (Basic Level) MATCHING IDENTICAL PICTURES. Cards
for teaching early language, social and communication skills.

Cards

R2302

Flashcards (Basic Level) MATCHING PICTURES TO OBJECTS.
Cards for teaching early language, social and communication
skills.

Cards

R2303

Flashcards (Basic Level) MATCHING SHAPES. Cards for teaching
early language, social and communication skills.

Cards
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R2304

Flashcards (Basic Level) NOUNS. Cards for teaching early
language, social and communication skills.

Cards

R2305

Flashcards (Basic Level) SHAPES. Cards for teaching early
language, social and communication skills.

Cards

R2306

Flashcards (Basic Level) COLOURS. Cards for teaching early
language, social and communication skills.

Cards

R2307

Flashcards (Basic Level) MATCHING COLOURS. Cards for
teaching early language, social and communication skills.

Cards

R2308

Flashcards (Basic Level) MATCHING PICTURES TO OBJECTS.
Cards for teaching early language, social and communication
skills.

Cards

R2309

Flashcards (Basic Level) MATCHING SHAPES. Cards for teaching
early language, social and communication skills.

Cards

R2310

Flashcards (Basic Level) NOUNS. Cards for teaching early
language, social and communication skills.

Cards

R2311

Flashcards (Basic Level) SHAPES. Cards for teaching early
language, social and communication skills.

Cards

R2312

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) VERBS. Cards for building on
existing language and communication vocabulary, as well as
enhancing social development.

Cards

R2313

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) ASSOCIATIVE OBJECTS. Cards
for building on existing language and communication
vocabulary, as well as enhancing social development.

Cards

R2314

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) ATTRIBUTES. Cards for building
on existing language and communication vocabulary, as well as
enhancing social development.

Cards
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R2315

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) CATEGORIES FOOD AND
TRANSPORT. Cards for building on existing language and
communication vocabulary, as well as enhancing social
development.

Cards

R2316

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) CATEGORIES CLOTHING,
ANIMAL & FURNITURE. Cards for building on existing language
and communication vocabulary, as well as enhancing social
development.

Cards

R2317

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) COMMUNITY HELPERS. Cards
for building on existing language and communication
vocabulary, as well as enhancing social development.

Cards

R2318

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) EMOTIONS. Cards for building
on existing language and communication vocabulary, as well as
enhancing social development.

Cards

R1938

Brainy Blocks. Game designed to teach children ages 47 to
recognize, identify, and combine different geometrical shapes.

Educational
Games & Toys

R1939

Friend Zee A Social Skills Game (Diane A. Figula) Provides
practical communication and social skills in everyday
situations...
Fractions. Form a whole circle with fractional pieces of
different sizes. Shows how to add and subtract fractions, their
relative value and equivalents. Ages 5 and up.

Educational
Games & Toys

R1942

Three Bear Family Counters. Teaches size, mass comparison,
counting and sorting skills. ( Ages 3+)

Educational
Games & Toys

R1943

What Would Jesus Do? A fun game of character and choices.

R1944

MAB Base Ten Mathematics System (with parent guide).
Primary school Mathematics System. Ages 3+.

Educational
Games & Toys
Educational
Games & Toys

R1940

Educational
Games & Toys
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R1945

Find It. Illustrated picture game find and match familiar objects
in their natural settings. Ages 4+,

Educational
Games & Toys

R1947

Bingo Beginning Telling Time Ages 5 and Up contains 36
playing cards, calling cards and mat, chips.

Educational
Games & Toys

R1949

Weighted Lap Bag very helpful for the child who is unable to sit
still in their chair, constantly fidgeting/squirming as they are
seated, easily distracted, unable to focus on the task they have
been set or sit quietly and listen.

Sensory Toys

R1950

The Fishing Game A game for kids who would like to finally
catch the one that got away! This magnetic fishing game will
consists of 10 colourful fish along with 2 fishing rods.

Educational
Games & Toys

R1951

The Fishing Game A game for kids who would like to finally
catch the one that got away! This magnetic fishing game will
consists of 10 colourful fish along with 2 fishing rods.

Educational
Games & Toys

R1954

Kimochi Cloud

Sensory Toys

R1955

Sensory Toys

R1958

Kimochi Huggtopus Set includes Kimochi, plush feelings plus 48
page 'feel guide'
Kimochi Bug Set includes Kimochi, plush feelings plus 48 page
'feel guide'
Primary School Balance Contains balance + two buckets +
booklet
Animal Snap game contains 23 cards

R1963

Bancroft Seminar April 1997 Verbal Imitation

R1965

MAX & FRIENDS A multimedia skill development program VOL
1 Imitation, Commands, Matching (ages 6 and under) 3 DVDs, 1
CD, Parents Manual, 3x books.

R1966

Bananas in Pyjamas See what you can find

R1956
R1957

Sensory Toys
Educational
Games & Toys
Educational
Games & Toys
DVD/Computer
Software
DVD/Computer
Software

Books
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R2319

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) ENVIRONMENTAL OBJECTS.
Cards for building on existing language and communication
vocabulary, as well as enhancing social development.

Cards

R2320

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) FUNCTION OBJECTS. Cards for
building on existing language and communication vocabulary,
as well as enhancing social development.

Cards

R2321

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) GENDER. Cards for building on
existing language and communication vocabulary, as well as
enhancing social development.

Cards

R2322

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) MATCHING LETTERS. Cards for
building on existing language and communication vocabulary,
as well as enhancing social development.

Cards

R2323

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) MATCHING LETTERS. Cards for
building on existing language and communication vocabulary,
as well as enhancing social development.

Cards

R2324

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) MATCHING NUMBERS. Cards
for building on existing language and communication
vocabulary, as well as enhancing social development.

Cards

R2325

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) MATCHING QUANTITIES
(IDENTICAL). Cards for building on existing language and
communication vocabulary, as well as enhancing social
development.

Cards

R2326

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) MATCHING SIMILAR PICTURES.
Cards for building on existing language and communication
vocabulary, as well as enhancing social development.

Cards

R2327

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) NUMBERS. Cards for building
on existing language and communication vocabulary, as well as
enhancing social development.

Cards
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R2328

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) PLACES. Cards for building on
existing language and communication vocabulary, as well as
enhancing social development.

Cards

R2329

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) PREPOSITIONS. Cards for
building on existing language and communication vocabulary,
as well as enhancing social development.

Cards

R2330

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) SEQUENCE CARDS BASIC. Cards
for building on existing language and communication
vocabulary, as well as enhancing social development.

Cards

R2331

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) SEQUENCE CARDS
INTERMEDIATE. Cards for building on existing language and
communication vocabulary, as well as enhancing social
development.

Cards

R2332

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) SEQUENCE CARDS ADVANCED.
Cards for building on existing language and communication
vocabulary, as well as enhancing social development.

Cards

R2333

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) WHAT IS MISSING? Cards for
building on existing language and communication vocabulary,
as well as enhancing social development.

Cards

R2334

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) VERBS. Cards for building on
existing language and communication vocabulary, as well as
enhancing social development.

Cards

R2335

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) ASSOCIATIVE OBJECTS. Cards
for building on existing language and communication
vocabulary, as well as enhancing social development.

Cards
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R2336

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) ATTRIBUTES. Cards for building
on existing language and communication vocabulary, as well as
enhancing social development.

Cards

R2337

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) CATEGORIES FOOD AND
TRANSPORT. Cards for building on existing language and
communication vocabulary, as well as enhancing social
development.

Cards

R2338

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) CATEGORIES CLOTHING,
ANIMAL & FURNITURE. Cards for building on existing language
and communication vocabulary, as well as enhancing social
development.

Cards

R2339

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) COMMUNITY HELPERS. Cards
for building on existing language and communication
vocabulary, as well as enhancing social development.

Cards

R2340

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) EMOTIONS. Cards for building
on existing language and communication vocabulary, as well as
enhancing social development.

Cards

R2341

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) ENVIRONMENTAL OBJECTS.
Cards for building on existing language and communication
vocabulary, as well as enhancing social development.

Cards

R1972

Writing Social Stories with Carol Gray. 2 video pack with
accompanying workbook
Tony Attwood CD Audio of Social Skills and Stress
Management Presentation 2003
BOARDMAKER: contains: folder, Aussie School Fonts;
Boardmaker software v6 for Windows; Boardmaker Addendum
bundle; Boardmaker Tutorial and Boardmaker User guide

DVD/Computer
Software
DVD/Computer
Software
DVD/Computer
Software

R1974
R1976
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R1977

BOARDMAKER: contains: folder, Aussie School Fonts;
Boardmaker software for Mac; Boardmaker Addendum bundle;
Boardmaker Tutorial and Boardmaker User guide

DVD/Computer
Software

R1979
R1985

Music for Movement making motor planning easier (CD)
Includes exercise sheet
About Me and You (2 Disc Set)

R1987

Victorian Autism Conference 2010 (10disk DVD set)

R1988

Fed Up with Children's Behaviour. (How food and additives
affect behaviour.
Watch Me Learn: Friends Video Modelling for Children
Embarking on Socialization Skills

DVD/Computer
Software
DVD/Computer
Software
DVD/Computer
Software
DVD/Computer
Software
DVD/Computer
Software

R1991

Friends is designed to teach children the many skills needed
to participate in many different types of games and activities
in social settings. Playing and interacting with peers is very
demanding of social skills.

Friend’s models the skills necessary...
R1992

Look ...Listen…...I Can Do It (2 Disc Set)

Look... Listen... I can do it! Is a comprehensive teaching video
with original music, a vocabulary section, a fun teaching
session and peer activities in every scenario

DVD/Computer
Software

R1993

Flashcards (Basic Level) WORKBOOK. Eight sets of cards for
teaching early language, social and communication skills. Set
includes verbs, colours, nouns, shapes and matching (colours,
identical pictures, objects and shapes).

Cards

R1994

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) WORKBOOK. 21 sets of cards
for building on existing language and communication
vocabulary. Set includes verbs, objects, attributes, categories,
emotions, gender, letters, numbers, places, prepositions,
sequences.

Cards
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R1995

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) WORKBOOK. 21 sets of cards
for building on existing language and communication
vocabulary. Set includes verbs, objects, attributes, categories,
emotions, gender, letters, numbers, places, prepositions,
sequences.

Cards

R1996

Flashcards (Advanced Level) WORKBOOK. Six sets of cards for
bringing together and extending upon many skills learnt prior.
Set includes verbs, letters, matching different quantities, what
is wrong, when and why/because questions.

Cards

R2342

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) FUNCTION OBJECTS. Cards for
building on existing language and communication vocabulary,
as well as enhancing social development.

Cards

R2343

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) GENDER. Cards for building on
existing language and communication vocabulary, as well as
enhancing social development.

Cards

R2344

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) MATCHING LETTERS. Cards for
building on existing language and communication vocabulary,
as well as enhancing social development.

Cards

R2345

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) MATCHING LETTERS. Cards for
building on existing language and communication vocabulary,
as well as enhancing social development.

Cards

R2346

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) MATCHING NUMBERS. Cards
for building on existing language and communication
vocabulary, as well as enhancing social development.

Cards

R2347

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) MATCHING QUANTITIES
(IDENTICAL). Cards for building on existing language and
communication vocabulary, as well as enhancing social
development.

Cards
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R2348

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) MATCHING SIMILAR PICTURES.
Cards for building on existing language and communication
vocabulary, as well as enhancing social development.

Cards

R2349

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) NUMBERS. Cards for building
on existing language and communication vocabulary, as well as
enhancing social development.

Cards

R2350

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) PLACES. Cards for building on
existing language and communication vocabulary, as well as
enhancing social development.

Cards

R2351

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) PREPOSITIONS. Cards for
building on existing language and communication vocabulary,
as well as enhancing social development.

Cards

R2352

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) SEQUENCE CARDS BASIC. Cards
for building on existing language and communication
vocabulary, as well as enhancing social development.

Cards

R2353

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) SEQUENCE CARDS
INTERMEDIATE. Cards for building on existing language and
communication vocabulary, as well as enhancing social
development.

Cards

R2354

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) SEQUENCE CARDS ADVANCED.
Cards for building on existing language and communication
vocabulary, as well as enhancing social development.

Cards

R2355

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) WHAT IS MISSING? Cards for
building on existing language and communication vocabulary,
as well as enhancing social development.

Cards
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R2356

Flashcards (Advanced Level) VERBS. Cards to extend upon
many skills learnt prior (including consolidated language,
reinforcing understanding emotions).

Cards

R2357

Flashcards (Advanced Level) LETTERS. Cards to extend upon
many skills learnt prior (including consolidated language,
reinforcing understanding emotions).

Cards

R2358

Flashcards (Advanced Level) MATCHING QUANTITIES
(SIMILAR). Cards to extend upon many skills learnt prior
(including consolidated language, reinforcing understanding
emotions).

Cards

R2359

Flashcards (Advanced Level) WHAT IS WRONG. Cards to extend
upon many skills learnt prior (including consolidated language,
reinforcing understanding emotions).

Cards

R2360

Flashcards (Advanced Level) WHEN QUESTIONS. Cards to
extend upon many skills learnt prior (including consolidated
language, reinforcing understanding emotions).

Cards

R2361

Flashcards (Advanced Level) WHY/BECAUSE QUESTIONS. Cards
to extend upon many skills learnt prior (including consolidated
language, reinforcing understanding emotions).

Cards

R2362

Flashcards (Advanced Level) VERBS. Cards to extend upon
many skills learnt prior (including consolidated language,
reinforcing understanding emotions).

Cards

R2363

Flashcards (Advanced Level) LETTERS. Cards to extend upon
many skills learnt prior (including consolidated language,
reinforcing understanding emotions).

Cards
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R2364

Flashcards (Advanced Level) MATCHING QUANTITIES
(SIMILAR). Cards to extend upon many skills learnt prior
(including consolidated language, reinforcing understanding
emotions).

Cards

R1997

Flashcards (Advanced Level) WORKBOOK. Six sets of cards for
bringing together and extending upon many skills learnt prior.
Set includes verbs, letters, matching different quantities, what
is wrong, when and why/because questions.

Cards

R1998

Flashcards (Basic Level) WORKBOOK. Eight sets of cards for
teaching early language, social and communication skills. Set
includes verbs, colours, nouns, shapes and matching (colours,
identical pictures, objects and shapes).

Cards

R1999

Flashcards (Basic Level) WORKBOOK. Eight sets of cards for
teaching early language, social and communication skills. Set
includes verbs, colours, nouns, shapes and matching (colours,
identical pictures, objects and shapes).

Cards

R2000

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) WORKBOOK. 21 sets of cards
for building on existing language and communication
vocabulary. Set includes verbs, objects, attributes, categories,
emotions, gender, letters, numbers, places, prepositions,
sequences.

Cards

R2001

Flashcards (Intermediate Level) WORKBOOK. 21 sets of cards
for building on existing language and communication
vocabulary. Set includes verbs, objects, attributes, categories,
emotions, gender, letters, numbers, places, prepositions,
sequences.

Cards

R2002

Animal Snaps

Cards
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R2004

Strength Cards positive reinforcement of strengths

Cards

R2005
R2006
R2008
R2009

Adjectives
Daily Living (sequence)
Things That Go Together
Flashcards (Advanced Level) WORKBOOK. Six sets of cards for
bringing together and extending upon many skills learnt prior.
Set includes verbs, letters, matching different quantities, what
is wrong, when and why/because questions.

Cards
Cards
Cards
Cards

R2010
R2011

Emotions
Clothes

Cards
Cards

R2012
R2013
R2014
R2015

Human Body Parts male/female
Picture Word Cards: At The Supermarket
Number Play
Parts of the Body: Skill Vocabulary

Cards
Cards
Cards
Cards

R2017

Social Sequences at Home: Skill Sequencing

Cards

R2018

Flashcards (Advanced Level) WORKBOOK. Six sets of cards for
bringing together and extending upon many skills learnt prior.
Set includes verbs, letters, matching different quantities, what
is wrong, when and why/because questions.

Cards

R2019
R2020
R2021
R2022
R2024

In the Home
Social Sequences Set 2: At School
Prepositions
Occupations
Why Because? 62 Card Set. Focusing on language skills used in
questions and answers / communication / cause and effect.

Cards
Cards
Cards
Cards
Cards

R2025

Social Sequences At School: Skill Sequencing

Cards

R2026
R2027

Animatch
In The Garden

Cards
Cards
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R2365

Flashcards (Advanced Level) WHAT IS WRONG. Cards to extend
upon many skills learnt prior (including consolidated language,
reinforcing understanding emotions).

Cards

R2366

Flashcards (Advanced Level) WHEN QUESTIONS. Cards to
extend upon many skills learnt prior (including consolidated
language, reinforcing understanding emotions).

Cards

R2367

Flashcards (Advanced Level) WHY/BECAUSE QUESTIONS. Cards
to extend upon many skills learnt prior (including consolidated
language, reinforcing understanding emotions).

Cards

R2368

Talking Photos Talking Science Photos. Pictures to get your
pupils talking and thinking about science. Set covers; Life
processes, human activity, materials, forces, light, sounds,
magnetism, seasons, the Earth and weather.

Cards

R2369

4 Scene Sequencing Cards. 12 complete sets. Develop skills in
ordering events, oral language and logical thinking. Ages 310.

Cards

R2370

Colorcards: Verbs 48 card set. Provides realistic, flexible and
colourful visual aids for language and many associated uses.

Cards

R2371

Color Cards What’s Different? 46 card set (missing 2)

Cards

R2372
R2373
R2374

Color Cards Sequencing Basic Sequences.
Jigsaw Puzzle Car (15 pieces)
ABA Training DVD Kristi Hubbard + ABA Data CD

R2377

Kitted Up for Autism" Backpack contains an IPAD loaded with
apps, 3 boxes of flashcards (colour, number, and alphabet), 1
Pics for PECS DVD and 2 mini sensory blankets. *Special T&C
apply for loaning this resource

Cards
Jigsaw Puzzles
DVD/Computer
Software
IPAD backpack
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R2378

Kitted Up for Autism" Backpack contains an IPAD loaded with
apps, 3 boxes of flashcards (colour, number, and alphabet), 1
Pics for PECS DVD and 2 mini sensory blankets. *Special T&C
apply for loaning this resource

IPAD backpack

R2379

Kitted Up for Autism" Backpack contains an IPAD loaded with
apps, 3 boxes of flashcards (colour, number, and alphabet), 1
Pics for PECS DVD and 2 mini sensory blankets. *Special T&C
apply for loaning this resource

IPAD backpack

R2380

Kitted Up for Autism" Backpack contains an IPAD loaded with
apps, 3 boxes of flashcards (colour, number, and alphabet), 1
Pics for PECS DVD and 2 mini sensory blankets. *Special T&C
apply for loaning this resource

IPAD backpack

R2029

Problem Solving Sequencing Cards Colour Cards

Cards

R2030

Cards

R2028

What would you do? 8 situation cards each with 5
corresponding solution cards.
Cause and Effect Sequencing Cards. 22 pairs (2 missing)

R2031

Opposites, Set Two Ages 4 and up. Skill is matching

Cards

R2032
R2034

Tell the time Learn the time lotto. Ages 59
Conditional Following Directions Fun Deck of 56 Cards for
teaching students to follow commands. Ages 4 and up.

Cards
Cards

R2035

Basic Concepts in motion 56 cards for ages Kindergarten Grade
3.
On the Farm
What's Being Said? (56 cards for Kindergarten Grade 3). Helps
with expressive language and problem solving skills.

Cards

R2036
R2037

Cards

Cards
Cards
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R2038

FOCUS ON MANNERS Fun Deck 60 card set helps students talk
about different types of behaviours they may see at school, in
the community and home

Cards

R2039

Story Retell Fun Deck 60 card set. Story retelling requires
students not only remember what they have heard but also to
comprehend it. These important skills involve an
understanding of vocabulary and the ability to sequence story
events.

Cards

R2040

Story Starters Fun deck of 56 cards for all ages.

Cards

R2041

Auditory memory for short stories 56 cards for Kinder Grade 2.
Helps improve students' auditory memory skills

Cards

R2042

Using His, Her & Their Fun deck of 56 cards for ages prep to
grade 4. Teaches correct use of pronouns.

Cards

R2043

Following Directions Fun Deck of 56 Cards for grades prep to 2.
Focuses on improving student’s memory, motor skills and
processing of directions.

Cards

R2044

Idioms Fun Deck of 56 Cards for grades 26.

Cards

R2046

Where "WH" Inference question cards 56 cards

Cards

R2047

Who "WH" Inference Question Cards 56 Cards. Helps improve
basic WH skills
WHAT "WH" Inference question cards? Students can look at
cues or hints around them and answer WHAT questions in a
variety of situations (56 double-sided cards for lots of practice).

Cards

Things that Go
What's wrong? (For ages 4 and up). Helps develop language
and critical thinking skills and encourages children to discuss
absurd situations.

Cards
Cards

R2048

R2049
R2050

Cards
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R2051

First Numbers Flashcards help children learn about numbers.
42 of the cards show numerals or number words on one side
and a picture on the reverse. Seven cards show mathematical
symbols.

Cards

R2052

Easy Picture word opposites 100 flash cards

Cards

R2054

Flash cards 48 double sided word and picture cards for ages 3+

Cards

R2055
R2057

Everyday Objects
Tense Sequencing Ages 4 and up. Tenses and early sequencing
with three card sequencing

Cards
Cards

R2058
R2059

Clothes picture cards
Talking Photos Talking Mathematics. Photo's featuring
everyday objects will get your pupils discussing fundamental
mathematics concepts in a fun, enjoyable way. This set covers;
sorting, space, number, measuring, shape and ordering.

Cards
Cards

R2060

What Would You Do? The cards are designed to encourage
thought/discussion for possible actions in social situations and
their effect. Develop child's awareness of moral/safety
considerations.

Cards

R2061

6 Scene Sequencing Cards. 8 Complete Sets (48 cards). Develop
skills in ordering events, oral language and logical thinking.
Ages 310.

Cards

R2062
R2063
R2064

Sequential Thinking Set 5
Sequences photos 3
Color cards Verb Tenses. Comprises 20 different verbs
illustrated before, during and after each activity in picture strip
form.
ColorCards Occupations (Developing Communication Skills.)
Concepts are developed by learning to group and sort items
according to their various properties, functions and attributes.

Cards
Cards
Cards

R2065

Cards
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R2066

ColorCards Prepositions 48 card set. Develops comprehension
and expression of prepositions.

Cards

R2068

Food Choice Magnets 250 magnets. Clear photographic Images
of food, plus days of the week, mealtimes + 11 blank magnets.

Cards

R2069

Cards

R2075

TOT Trivia. Helps to develop a greater sense of curiosity. ( Ages
3 to 6 )
Strategies to reduce the bullying of young children with
Asperger Syndrome (Sep 2005)
Traffic jigsaw puzzle large wooden floor puzzle, 16 pieces

R2084
R2085
R2086
R2087
R2088

Number Puzzle, 6 pieces
Building Blocks, 20 pieces
Fuzzy Felt, Play House
Jigsaw puzzle
Model Me: Faces and Emotions

R2072

Attwood Tony

Articles
Jigsaw Puzzles

The Model Me Faces & Emotions™ video presents a variety
of faces and emotions featuring children ages 28. Each scene
lasts between 12 minutes, depending on the chapter.

Jigsaw Puzzles
Jigsaw Puzzles
Jigsaw Puzzles
Jigsaw Puzzles
DVD/Computer
Software

*MUSIC...
R2089

Model Me: Tips & Tricks

R2090

Model Me: Conversation Cues (includes Photo CD)

The Model Me® Conversation Cues® DVD features primary
and high school aged children demonstrating social skills at
school and in the community. Each scene lasts between 30
seconds and 3 minutes, depending on the chapter.

R2091

Model Me: Going Places (includes Photo CD)

The Model Me® Going Places™ video features children, ages
28, involved in activities in the community. It is designed to
familiarise children with locations that may be challenging,
and to help teach appropriate behaviour in these locations
through peer ...

DVD/Computer
Software
DVD/Computer
Software

DVD/Computer
Software
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R2092

Ages 28
Model Me: Time For a Playdate (includes Photo CD)

R2093

Model Me: Time for School (includes Photo CD) ages 512

R2094

Model Me: I Can Do It! (Includes Photo CD)

R2095

Model Me Interactive: Practicing Conversation

R2096

Model Me: Organization & Motivation

R2097

Model Me: Confidence and Bullying Prevention (includes
CDROM)
Model Me: Friendship (includes CDROM)

R2098

The Time for School video presents social skills in the context
of school. It features primary school aged children
demonstrating appropriate social skills in the classroom,
library, on the playground, and in the hallway.

The Model Me Organization & Motivation video presents
skills related to organization and self-motivation. It features
teenaged children demonstrating how to get organized and
stay motivated.

DVD/Computer
Software
DVD/Computer
Software

DVD/Computer
Software
DVD/Computer
Software
DVD/Computer
Software

DVD/Computer
Software
DVD/Computer
Software

R2099

Victorian Autism Conference 2014 DVD: Changing Landscapes,
New Horizons. Includes 11 discs

R2100

The Fitzroy Readers #01, A Fat Cat

The first Reader, A Fat Cat, uses only 13 letters. This makes it
easy for small children to start reading without delay.

Books

R2101

The Fitzroy Readers #02, A Big Pig

The first Reader, A Fat Cat, uses only 13 letters. This makes it
easy for small children to start reading without delay.

Books

R2102

The Fitzroy Readers #03, Bug on a Rug.

The first Reader, A Fat Cat, uses only 13 letters. This makes it
easy for small children to start reading without delay.

Books

R2103

The Fitzroy Readers #04, Dot

The first Reader, A Fat Cat, uses only 13 letters. This makes it
easy for small children to start reading without delay.

Books
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R2104

The Fitzroy Readers #5, The Pet Hen

The first Reader, A Fat Cat, uses only 13 letters. This makes it
easy for small children to start reading without delay.

R2105
R2106
R2107

The Fitzroy Readers #07, I Can Run
The Fitzroy Readers #08, The Picnic
The Fitzroy Readers #09, My Pup

R2108

The Fitzroy Readers #10, John and His Fox

R2109
R2110
R2111

The Fitzroy Readers #11, The Animals
The Fitzroy Readers #12, My Lost Bear
The Fitzroy Readers #13, The Frog and the Fly

Books
Books
Books

R2112

The Fitzroy Readers #14, The Girl and the Boy

Books

R2113
R2114
R2115
R2116
R2117
R2118
R2119

The Fitzroy Readers #15, Tall and Small
The Fitzroy Readers #16, Buns and Eggs
The Fitzroy Readers #17, The Fish
The Fitzroy Readers #18, Dad and the Kids
The Fitzroy Readers #19, Mark and Mars
The Fitzroy Readers #20, Wombat
The Fitzroy Readers Box, Stories 3140 Graded stories based on
sounds and sight words.

Books
Books
Books
Books
Books
Books
Books

R2120

People At Work (let's look at) Helps your child to enjoy the fun
of observing and learning about the world around them
through pictures.

Books

R2121
R2122

What's Pretend ?( A lift the flap book )
In the Bush ( Australian Content Readers )

Books
Books

R2123

YOURSELF (Your World) This book talks about the things that
make people different from each other. It tells you what makes
everybody special.

Books

Reader 9 teaches the first digraph, oo as in roof. Digraphs
enable children, without further teaching, to sound out
whole families of words – including many they have never
seen before.
By Reader 10, children are already reading simple sentences
with fluency.

Books

Books
Books
Books

Books
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R2124

All kinds of animals (It’s Science) Introduces children to the
science that surrounds them in their everyday world.

R2125
R2126

How Should I Behave?
Who are you? ( All about you ) These books use simple, factual
text and photographs to explore various questions.

Books
Books

R2127

Who are your friends? (All about you). These books use simple,
factual text and photographs to explore various questions.

Books

R2128

Set for Gold (Strategies for Life) This resource book is designed
to assist children to gain independence throughout their day.
(Ideal for children who thrive on routine, structure, boundaries
and guidelines to be happy and successful in their day.)

Books

R1747

Living with Autism Practical Strategies for supporting People
with Autism Spectrum Disorders

R1748

Autism & PDD Social Skills Lessons: BEHAVIOUR

These one page, rebus supported stories help students
understand and use appropriate behaviour and social skills.

R1749

Autism & PDD Social Skills Lessons: GETTING ALONG

These one page, rebus supported stories help students
understand and use appropriate behaviour and social skills.

R1750

Autism & PDD Social Skills Lessons: SCHOOL

These one page, rebus supported stories help students
understand and use appropriate behaviour and social skills.

R1751

Autism & PDD Social Skills Lessons: COMMUNITY

These one page, rebus supported stories help students
understand and use appropriate behaviour and social skills.

R1752

Relationship Development Intervention with Young Children
Social and Emotional Development Activities for Asperger
Syndrome, Autism, PDD and NLD.

R1753

EXPLORING FEELINGS Cognitive Behaviour Therapy to Manage
Anger
Relaxation

R1754

Introduces children to the science that surrounds them in
their everyday world.

Sally Hewitt

Books

Nadu Dove

Books

Pam Britton Reese
and Nena C.
Challenner.
Pam Britton Reese
and Nena C.
Challenner.
Pam Britton Reese
and Nena C.
Challenner.
Pam Britton Reese
and Nena C.
Challenner.
Newman & Reicke

Books

Wendy Lawson

Books

Tony Attwood

Books

Books

Books

Books

Books
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R1755

How to Understand Autism The Easy Way.

Alex Durig vigorously explores the murky almost mystical
borderland between autism and normality. Durig's well
written and creative challenge to conventional thinking
about autism is sure to arouse controversy.

Alex Durig

Books

R1756

Asperger Syndrome and Difficult Moments practical solutions
for Tantrums, Rage and Meltdowns

Offers both parents and professionals tried and true
solutions to minimize and circumvent the often frightening
circumstances that surround the rage cycle not only for the
child with Asperger Syndrome but others in the environment
as well. In addition to...

Brenda Smith Myles
& Jack Southwick

Books

R1757

SOON WILL COME THE LIGHT: "A View from Inside the Autism
Puzzle"

Thomas McKean offers a fascinating insight into the world of
autism. Diagnosed late in his teens, Tom has a unique ability
to be in the world of autism yet possess communication
skills.

Thomas A. McKean,
R. Wayne Gilpin

Books

R1758

WHICH SCHOOL'

Questions your Asperger Child Will Want You to Ask

Jed Baker

Books

R1759

SOCIALLY SPEAKING: A pragmatic social skills programme for
primary pupils
MEETING THE NEEDS OF CHILDREN WITH AUTISTIC SPECTRUM
DISORDERS.

Alison Schroeder

Books

Andrew Bondy

Books

Catherine Maurice
Ron, John & Mitchell
Leaf, McEachin &
Taubman
Haley Morgan Myles

Books
Books

R1760

An ideal companion for students in teacher training, new
teachers or for anyone teaching children with an ASD

R1761
R1762

Let Me Hear Your Voice
THE AUTISTIC SPECTRUM PARENTS' DAILY HELPER:A workbook
for you and your child

R1763

PRACTICAL SOLUTIONS to Everyday Challenges for Children
with Asperger Syndrome

R1764

POWER CARDS: Using special interests to motivate children
and Youth with Asperger Syndrome and Autism

Elisa Gagnon

Books

R1765

Amelia Davies

Books

R1766

Teaching Asperger's Students Social Skills Through Acting All
Their World's a Stage!
Ask & Answer "Wh" Fun Sheets.

Sharon G. Webber

Books

R1767

Fold & Say SOCIAL SKILLS

Deena E. Mahler

Books

A companion book to the Ask & Answer "Wh" fun deck series

Books
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R1768

Fold & Say "WH" Question Scenes

R1769

LAUGHTER & TEARSA Family's Journey to Understanding the
Autism Spectrum.

R1770

R1771
R1772

Molly DeShong,
Nancy J. Fulton &
Haislip
Ann Hewetson

Books

Perfect Targets Asperger Syndrome and Bullying. Practical
solutions for surviving the Social World

Dianne Clarke

Books

FREAKS, GEEKS & ASPERGER SYNDROME A User Guide to
Adolescence
MAKING IT A SUCCESS Practical strategies and worksheets for
Teaching students with Autism Spectrum Disorder

Luke Jackson

Books

Sue Larkey

Books

Jude Welton

Books

Kari Dunn Buron and
Mitzi Curtis

Books

James J. Crist

Books

R1774

CAN I TELL YOU ABOUT ASPERGER SYNDROME

R1776

THE INCREDIBLE 5POINT SCALE Assisting students with autism
spectrum disorders in understanding social interactions and
controlling their emotional responses

R1777

What to Do When You're Scared & Worried

R1778
R1779
R1780
R1781
R1782
R1783

Josh's Smiley Faces A Story About Anger
Let's Talk About Feeling Sad
Ten Bears in A Bed
I'm Scared (Dealing with Feelings)
I'm Mad (Dealing with Feelings)
The School Survival Guide for Kids with LD

A firsthand account of parenting Mark, a young man with
autism, and also of a mother's struggle to understand and
appreciate her son's condition.

A guide for friends and family. Meet Adam a young boy with
AS. He invites young readers to learn about AS form his
perspective. This book is suited for boys & girls between 7
and 15 yrs.

What are you afraid of? Thunderstorms? The Dark? Bullies?
Tests? Terrorism? Monsters? etc.

Joy Berry
John Richardson

Ways to make learning easier and more fun.

Joy Berry
John Richardson
Elizabeth Crary
Elizabeth Crary
Rhoda Cummings,
Gary Fisher, Pamela
Espeland

Books

Books
Books
Books
Books
Books
Books
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R1784

Proud of Our Feelings

R1785

Autism How to help your young child

R1786

SUPER SKILLS A Social Skills Group Program for Children with
Asperger Syndrome, High Functioning Autism and Related
Challenges.

R1787

Working with parents: A practical guide for teachers and
therapists

R1788

How To Stop Your Words From BUMPING Into Someone Else's
and other really useful social stories

R1789

Provides children with an entertaining and constructive way
to learn to accept and appropriately express their emotions.
It will also help to stimulate discussion and interaction
between children and adults who care for them.

Lindsay Leghorn

Books

Leicestershire County
Council Education
Department & Fosse
Health Trust]
Judith Coucouvanis

Books

Finally a book for parents that makes "getting on" with
teachers easy. Anna has written an easy to read booklet that
will help parents work with teachers in a more productive
way.

Roy McConkey

Books

A guide for young children with Autism Spectrum Disorder

Anna Tullemans &
Rhonda Dixon

Books

When My Autism Gets Too Big! A relaxation book for children
with Autism Spectrum Disorder

Kari Dunn Buron
Brenda Smith Myles

Books

R1790

FACING THE CROWD Managing other people's insensitivities to
your disabled child.

Books

R1791

Inside Out What Makes the Person with Social Cognitive
Deficits Tick?

This book is designed to help children and young people with
an ASD communicate effectively and solve personal
problems (social cognition)

Burwood Educational
Centre for Blind
Children,Deborah
Fullwood, Peter
Cronin
Michelle Garcia
Winner

R1792

Talking to Family & Friends about the Diagnosis

A small book of great value to explain the diagnosis of AS or
ASD to other members of the family, friends and school.

Anna Tullemans

Books

Books

Books
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R1793

The Autism Book Answers to Your Most Pressing Questions

An informative and compassionately written book that
delivers straightforward answers to many of the most
compelling questions about autism. A must read for parents
of the newly diagnosed…

Johanna Robledo &
Dawn Ham-Kucharski

Books

R1794

The Child with Autism Goes to Town

The Go Anywhere Guide – 250 tips for Community Outings.
Tips for taking your child to the grocery store, the mall, the
doctor, the barber, etc. Just about anywhere you want to go,
we have tips for preparing your child with autism.
Contributors include a ...

K Labosh

Books

R2130

Room 14, A Social Language Program Picture Book. ( Ages 6 10
) Make and keep friends, Fit in at School, Handle your Feelings,
Use Self-control, and Be Responsible.

Books

R2131

Room 14, A Social Language Program Activities Book. ( Ages 6
10 ) Make and keep friends, Fit in at School, Handle your
Feelings, Use Self-control, and Be Responsible.

Books

R2132

Encyclopaedia

R2133

First Encyclopaedia of Science. Tells you all about the world
around you. Explains how things work and why things happen,
with pictures to help you learn, and experiments to try.

Books

R2134

First Atlas DK First Atlas has been specially designed to
introduce young children to the countries and continents of
the world and to the language of maps.

Books

R2135

Time Learn to read the time, watch a tree change throughout
the year. Yesterday, today and tomorrow, discover the many
aspects of time.

Books

R2136
R2137

The crocodile All about crocodiles.
Shops All about shops.

Books
Books

First reference for young readers and writers. This
encyclopaedia is packed with clear, well researched
information and quizzes for curious minds.

Books
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R2138
R2139

Whales All about Whales.
Weather Young children can watch a spring shower come and
go, see a rainbow appear and disappear in the sky, and more.

Books
Books

R2140
R2141
R2142

What are Whales? All about whales
Fighting Fires
First Picture Science Plants and Animals. ( Ages 3 6 ) Introduces
children to the world of nature.

Books
Books
Books

R2143

The Usborne First Encyclopaedia of Animals. Explains how
animals behave, including how they feed, communicate and
raise their young.

Books

R2144

The Big Book of Science. Each topic is simply explained and
supported by bright illustrations, facts and experiments to do
at home.

Books

R1795

Ten Things Every Child with Autism Wishes You Knew

Every parent, teacher, therapist should have this succinct
and informative book in their back pocket. The book defines
the top 10 characteristics that illuminate the minds and
hearts of these children.

Ellen Notbohm

Books

R1796

Playing, Laughing & Learning with Children on the Autism
Spectrum. A practical resource of play ideas for parents and
carers.

This book is not just a collection of play ideas; it shows how
to break down activities into manageable stages, and ways to
gain a child's attention and build on small achievements.
Each chapter covers a theme, including music, art, physical
activities, ...

Julia Moor

Books

R1797

Giggle Time Establishing the Social Connection

A program to develop communication skills of children with
Autism, Asperger Syndrome and PDD

Susan Aud Sonders

Books

R1798

Playing It Right! Social Skills Activities for Parents & Teachers of
Young Children with Autism Spectrum Disorders, Including
Asperger Syndrome & Autism.

Rachael Bareket

Books
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R1799

ASPERGER'S HUH? A child's perspective.

A wonderfully simple & insightful view into the world of a
child with Asperger’s. Parents & children, as well as teachers
& other professionals will benefit from the practical &
positive approach of this book.

Rosina G. Schnurr

Books

R1800

Touch & Feel PONIES.

Would you like to stroke a pony? Discover the texture of a
pony's mane and pat a foal's nose.

DORLING
KINDERSLEY

Books

R1801

Topics in Autism: Siblings of Children with Autism A Guide for
Families (second edition).

An in-depth look at what it is like to grow up as a sibling of a
child with autism. This useful book addresses a full range of
questions & concerns.

Sandra L. Harris

Books

R1802

I Went Walking

These catchy stanzas frolic through the Australian author Sue
Williams’s simple, funny read aloud picture book that tracks
a crazy haired boy’s stroll through the countryside. The boy
sees a black cat, then a brown horse, then a red cow, and so
on, and b...

Sue Williams

Books

R1803

SPECIAL GIRLS' BUSINESS

This book has been written for girls with special needs. It
takes girls and their carers step-by-step through the process
of managing periods.

Fay Angelo, Heather
Pritchard, Rose
Stewart

Books

R1804

Social Skills Training For Children & Adolescents with
Asperger’s Syndrome & Social Communication Problems.

In this book, the author translates years of experience
working with students with Asperger Syndrome and social
communication difficulties. The essence of this resource: 70
of the skills that most commonly cause difficulty for
individuals with autism.

Jed Baker

Books

R1805

Laughing & Loving with Autism: A Collection of "Real Life"
Warm & Humorous Stories

If you know and love a child with autism, this book will warm
your heart! R. Wayne Gilpin, founder of Future Horizons, Inc.,
has compiled humorous anecdotes revealing his son Alex's
wisdom and wit. (Alex's sense of humour is legendary.)

R Wayne Gilpin

Books

R1806

Supporting Siblings When a brother or sister has a Disability or
Chronic Illness

Books
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R1807

100 Questions & Answers About Autism: Expert Advice from a
Physician/Parent Caregiver

This book focuses on issues of critical importance to those
who love and care for autistic children and adults. This book
gives you authoritative, practical answers to the most
common questions about autism, including causes, diagnosis,
treatment options...

Campion E. Quinn

Books

R1808

Incentives for Change: Motivating People with Autism
Spectrum Disorders to Learn and Gain Independence

This easy to follow guide explains a variety of motivational
methods and systems, including how to: Identify potential
incentives; Transition from concrete to intangible incentives;
Use reinforcements or rewards to increase motivation; Teach
a child to e...

Lara Delmolino

Books

R1809

How to live with Autism and Asperger Syndrome practical
strategies for parents and professionals

This accessible and valuable introduction to caring for a child
with autism is an ideal resource for teachers and members of
a child with autism's immediate and extended family. In clear
and simple language, with many illustrations, the authors
tackle co...

Chris Williams &
Barry Wright

Books

R1810

Asperger's and Girls

Winner of the Gold Award in the 2006 Foreword Book of the
Year competition, this ground-breaking book describes the
unique challenges of women and girls with Asperger’s
Syndrome. In it you’ll read candid stories written by the
indomitable women who have l...

Tony Attwood,
Temple Grandin,
Teresa Bolick,
Catherine Faherty,
Lisa Iland,Jennifer
McIlwee Myers, Ruth
Snyder, Sheila
Wagner, Mary
Wrobel

Books

R2145

Three Bear Family Math Activities. Provides problem-solving
activities and ideas for the K3 level. Design to create a solid
basis for mathematical understanding.

Books

R2146

Amazing Facts African wildlife 1. Wipe clean picture book.

Books

R2147

Amazing Facts African Wildlife 2. Wipe clean picture book.

Books

R2148

Amazing Facts African Wildlife 3. Wipe clean picture book.

Books
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R2149

Weather. ( Ages 5 + ) Weather is all around us, changing all the
time. Dazzling photo's enhance this clear introduction to the
many faces of this powerful force of nature.

Books

R2150

The Amazing Pull-out Popup BODY in a book. Easy Foldout lifesize, 1.4m tall body.
My First Dictionary. 1,000 words, pictures and definitions. A
colourful introduction to the world of words and their
meanings for young children. Supported with photographs and
artwork scenes.

Books

R2152

My First Book of TIME. Including a foldout clock with movable
hands. Helps children learn all about time.

Books

R2153

The Angel who was accidentally born on Earth. The story of an
angel who learns to behave like other little boys and live on
earth just like a human.

Books

R2154

My book full of Feelings Little, Medium, Big. How to control
and react to the size of your emotions. An interactive
workshop for parents, professionals and children.

Books

R2155

A "5" Could Make Me Lose Control. An activity based method
for evaluating and supporting highly anxious students.

Books

R2156

When Everybody Cares: Case Studies of ABA with People with
Autism. The book presents some very practical, real life
examples of helping persons with autism using deceptively
simple, but at the same time complex behavioural methods.

Books

R2157

BEHAVIORASK Straight Answers to your ABA Programming
Questions

R2151

Books

Behaviorask is a collection of answers to over 100 of the
most common ABA programming questions, discussed in rich
detail. The authors are Board Certified Behaviour Analysts
with many years of experience providing ABA-based
programs in schools, homes, and...

Bobby Newman

Books
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R2158

Behavioral Detectives: A Staff Training Exercise Book in Applied
Behaviour Analysis

Allows readers in on case conferences discussing behavioural
issues in developmental disabilities and applied behaviour
analysis. Short stories are presented, always with a clinical
mistake present. The job of the reader is to discover the
mistake.

Bobby Newman &
Dana R. Reinecke

Books

R2159

The Passionate Mind: How People with Autism Learn. Explains
Autism in terms of the unique learning style of individuals on
the autism spectrum. An essential read for anyone with a
personal or professional interest in autism.

Books

R2160

Exploring Feelings: Cognitive Behaviour Therapy To Manage
ANXIETY. Designed to encourage the cognitive control of
emotions, through activities and information to explore the
specific feelings of being happy, relaxed, anxious or angry.

Books

R2161

The New Social Story Book: Promotes social understanding in
children with autism spectrum disorders. The author also
teaches you how to write Social Stories yourself.

Books

R2162

The One and Only Sam: A Story Explaining Idioms for Children
with Asperger’s Syndrome and Other Communication
Difficulties.

Books

R2163

The Red Beast: Controlling Anger in Children with Asperger's
Syndrome. Developed in conjunction with the NAS, this book
offers a range of anger management strategies and useful
guidelines for parents on how to help their child 'tame the red
beast'.

Books

R2164

No More Meltdowns. Positive strategies for managing and
preventing out of control behaviour

Books

R2165

Winning Connection cards: "What's Missing?"

Cards
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R2445

I can count to 30! (Flashcards)

Say the number... read the word...count the pictures! The
bright familiar illustrations are designed to appeal to young
children developing their counting and number recognition
skills. The uncluttered presentation and the simple clear
grouping of object...

Cards

R2449

Auditory Closure (Fun Deck Cards)

The ability to integrate auditory stimuli into whole,
meaningful units is crucial to language development. This
56card Fun Deck gives loads of practice targeting these skills:
auditory association and discrimination, word retrieval, and
long and short t...

Cards

R2446

Easy Read Time Teacher Classroom Clock

This clock will help your child learn to tell the time in the
traditional way.
It's suitable for ages 512 and has a simple 3step teaching
system that every child can understand and remember.

Educational
Games & Toys

Your child will be able to learn to tell the time as soon a...
R2424

The Opposites train

Learning opposites is fun with this puzzle box. Each jigsaw
pieces comes with pictures and words, each pair has a selfcorrecting piece. There are 40 pairs per box and are group
under 5 themes. The train can be of varying length and
themes. A fun way to ...

Jigsaw Puzzles

R2435

Colours and Shapes Match Me Game (Learn 6 colours & 8
shapes)

Award-winning Match Me Games Engage Learners'
Matching, Memory, And Word/Picture Recognition Skills
With Fun, Interactive Play. 1 To 8 Players Use One Side Of
The Board To Learn Six Colours And Eight Shapes, The Other
To Identify Shapes Of Real-life Objects

Educational
Games & Toys

R2452

Feelings (Fun Deck Cards)

Photos of seven basic emotions appear in this feeling filled
Fun Deck. The photo cards have no labels, so they can depict
a wide range of emotions. All photos have white
backgrounds. There are four different pairs each for happy,
sad, surprised, scared, ...

Cards
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R2464

Anchor Your Stress (Go Fish)

Anchor Your Stress providers players with the skills needed
to help manage stress and anxiety. This game helps children
deal with anxiety provoking situations. It also provides
practical thinking skills that include self talk, coping
mechanisms and relaxation techniques

Cards

R2403

My Autism Book : A Child's Guide to Their Autism Spectrum
Diagnosis

My Autism Book is a beautifully illustrated picture book that
helps parents to explain an autism diagnosis to their child in
a sensitive, positive and accurate way. When a child is
diagnosed with an Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD), parents
often feel over...

Gloria Dura Vila &
Tamar Levi

Books

R2409

Sense and Nonsense in the Behavioral Treatment of Autism: It
Has to Be Said

A renowned team of professionals sift the sense from the
nonsense in assessing the approaches to the treatment of
autism. In a field exploding with alternative treatments,
choosing the best course of action for the child with autism
can be a daunting task

Ron Leaf, John
McEachin, Mitch
Taubman

Books

R2417

Super flex Takes on Glassman and the Team of Unthinkables

In this new teaching comic book in the Super flex series, the
superhero, Super flex, swoops down to help Aiden overcome
the Unthinkable, Glassman (who causes our overreactions to
small things), at just the right time: the first day of school!

Stephanie Madrigal
and Michelle Garcia
Winner

Books

R2436

Soundtracks (Award winning listening game)

The original, award-winning game! Match everyday sounds
to the colourful photographs that appear on each lotto
board. Contents: CD, 4 game boards with 36 everyday
sounds, 40 counters

Educational
Games & Toys

R2440

My First Touch & Feel Picture Cards: Things That Go

Perfect for helping children develop early language skills, this
exciting range of interactive flash cards reinforces learning
through touch.

Cards
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R2422

Know your Body

This jigsaw puzzle shows children play on the beach. This
puzzle is made of jigsaw pieces and word pieces. By finishing
this puzzle children will have identify and learn over 35 body
parts.

(

Jigsaw Puzzles

R2411

School Success for Kids with Emotional and Behavioral
Disorders

School Success for Kids With Emotional and Behavioral
Disorders gives parents and teachers of students with
Conduct Disorder, Oppositional Defiant Disorder, mood
disorders, or other emotional and behavioural disorders

Michelle R Davis,
Vincent P Culotta,
Eric A Levine,
Elisabeth Hess Rice

Books

R2453

Practicing Pragmatics (Fun Deck cards)

Having good pragmatic skills is a must for every child. This
Practicing Pragmatics Fun Deck will help your students
improve a wide range of essential skills—politeness, problem
solving, expressing feelings, giving information, asking
questions, telephone...

Cards

R2458

Things to Wear (Webber Photo Cards)

The deck has card pairs – ideal for memory, matchup, and go
fish games and comes with content/game idea cards

Cards

R2476

Three Bear Family Pattern & Sequencing cards

30 Activities

R2454

"Wh" Questions at School (Fun Deck Cards)

Improve expressive, receptive, and social language skills as
students discuss situations that happen before, during, and
after school. Each card in this Fun Deck provides a colourful
illustration and a basic or open-ended question. 56 total
cards with game...

Educational
Games & Toys
Cards

R2415

You Are A Social Detective! Explaining Social Thinking To Kids

Winner of a 2012 Mom's Choice Award and a 2012 National
Parenting Publications Award! Every one of us is a Social
Detective. We are good Social Detectives when we use our
eyes, ears, and brains to figure out what others are planning
to do next or are pre...

R2419

Old Macdonald Lotto (Ages 26)

Develops Matching and Memory Skills
Develops Personal and Social Skills
Encourages Observational Skills

Michelle Garcia
Winner and Pamela
Crooke

Books

Educational
Games & Toys
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R2428

What's Next? 2 (Literacy)

Includes 2 sets of 5 scenes and 4 sets of 6 scene sequence
cards that present multiple ways to develop logical thinking
and storytelling skills. Activity guide included.

Educational
Games & Toys

R2438

Help children with autism or Asperger’s learn how to
understand and handle the nuances of social interactions and
improve oral language skills. Use each photo card and its
accompanying social/communication skills story to discuss
specific social situation...

Listening Lotto resources are an excellent way to assist
children with listening and concentration skill. Making
connections between sound and sight, strengthens sensory
development and aids early learning skills. Outside Sounds
features items such as ca...

Educational
Games & Toys

R2431

Tell A Story Game: The imaginative memory & storytelling
game

In this game children pick a character card then find the 5
story cards that relate to their character. They can then
sequence the 5 story cards and retell the story. An excellent
game to improve speaking skills and confidence. Includes 10
character card...

Educational
Games & Toys

R2441

Kindergarten Vocabulary Photo Cards

Kindergarten Vocabulary Photo Cards; The most important
vocabulary words for kindergarteners! Large set of cards is
organized by subject (math, science, language, general) for
cross curricular, oral language practice. Card front features
key word and fam...

Cards

R2442

Alphabet flash cards 40 flash cards with activities

Cards

R2398

Feeding Your Child with Autism

Alphabet flashcards to help children to: recognise and name
letters of the alphabet
identify the sounds they make
begin to develop reading skills
Feeding Your Child with Autism thoroughly discusses feeding
disorders in children and explains the types of supports
families can use at home, as well as what professional help
they should consider. The authors, experts in feeding issues
and disorders, s...

Mark J. Palmieri
(BCBAD) & Kristen M.
Powers

60

R2401

From Home to School with Autism How to Make Inclusion a
Success

This book arms schools with essential information, strategies
and resources that will help to make early schooldays an
enjoyable experience for young children on the spectrum.

K.I. AlGhani and
Lynda Kenward

Books

R2408

BEHAVIORASK Straight Answers to your ABA Programming
Questions

Behaviorask is a collection of answers to over 100 of the
most common ABA programming questions, discussed in rich
detail. The authors are Board Certified Behaviour Analysts
with many years of experience providing ABA based
programs in schools, homes, and...

Bobby Newman

Books

R2421

Learning to Sequence 4Scene Educational Board Game

Children will eagerly assemble the pieces of 12 picture
stories to determine what happens next! For added fun, have
children narrate the story from each scene. Each set includes
48 photographic cards plus game directions in English,
Spanish, and French.

R2396

Social Story Dealing with Bullies and Stranger Danger (Talking
Together series)

This book contains two short stories. The first story teaches
children how to deal with bullies. The second story teaches
children about stranger danger, which is an essential skill to
stay safe. Each story is presented with delightful illustrations
feat...

Jene Aviram

Books

R2404

Be Different: My Adventures with Asperger's and My Advice for
Fellow Aspergians, Misfits, Families, and Teachers

In each story, he offers practical advice—for Aspergians and
indeed for anyone who feels “different”—on how to improve
the weak communication and social skills that keep so many
people from taking full advantage of their often remarkable
gifts. With his ...

John Elder Robison

Books

R2406

Learning About Friendship: Stories to Support Social Skills
Training in Children With Asperger Syndrome and High
Functioning Autism

Making friends can be a challenge for all children, but those
with autistic spectrum disorder (ASD) can struggle more than
most. This collection of ten fully illustrated stories explores
friendship issues encountered by children with ASD aged 4-8

K. I. Alghani

Books

Educational
Games & Toys
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R2407

Autism and Toilet Training Made Easier

Trevor Lewis, an experienced and qualified Behaviour
Specialist, Author, and Parent, has written this guide to make
toilet training a child with autism a fast, easy and less
stressful experience.

Trevor Lewis

R2433

Pick and Mix People

Mix and match crazy characters! Mix, match and make
hilarious combinations as different characters as assembled.
For 1 -4 Players. 3 7 Years

Educational
Games & Toys

R2429

What Do You Say...? What Do You Do...® At Home? (Social Skills
Game)

What Do You Say...? What Do You Do...? At Home? Is an
imaginative, interactive board game for teaching and
reinforcing important home social skills that students need?
Students move around the house answering social skills
questions.

Educational
Games & Toys

R2443

Animals of All Kinds Flash Cards (54 cards & parent card)

Animals of all kinds’ flash cards have a full colour picture of
an animal on the front and interesting facts about the animal
on the back.

Cards

R2412

Motivation And Reinforcement: Turning The Tables On Autism

This book is the ultimate guide to home based autism
intervention. It is a forward-thinking guide that translates the
Verbal Behaviour Approach to ABA into everyday language.

R2461

Cast Away Conflict (Play2Learn Go Fish)

Cast Away Conflict provides players with the skills needed to
manage conflict in an appropriate and socially acceptable
way. Scenario cards present brief but detailed conflict
situations that players are asked to resolve calmly and
effectively.

Cards

R2447

Verbs: Actions Learning Flash Cards

48 large cards featuring everyday action scene photographs.
Resource guide with word lists and activity ideas.

Cards

Robert Schramm

Books

Books
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R2465

Steam of Self-esteem (Go Fish)

Steam of Self-esteem provides players with the skills needed
to maintain and increase self-esteem. The child with good
self-esteem usually has a high level of self-respect and feels
confident and well-liked by others. Self-esteem is often
influenced by...

Cards

R2427

Learning to Read Antonyms (Literacy)

Match the cards for the opposite words.

R2459

New Fish in School (Play2Learn Go Fish card)

Play2Learn Go Fish – New Fish in School teaches players skills
to help them adjust to a new school environment.

Educational
Games & Toys
Cards

R2463

Beware of Bully Bait (Go Fish)

Beware of Bully Bait provides players with the skills needed
to reduce bullying. This game emphasizes that everyone can
make a difference. There is specific content in this game for
targets, bullies, and bystanders.

Cards

R2450

Compare and Contrast (Fun Deck cards)

"Tell me how a cow and horse are the same… How are they
different?" This Compare and Contrast Fun Deck provides
colourful illustrations to help children identify similarities and
differences. It also helps them develop their reasoning skills.
Each deck is...

Cards

R2456

"When?" Ask & Answer Cards

When questions are easy to understand, and kids of all ages
love to play card games! Consists of 28 matchup pairs of
questions/answers

Cards

R2451

Following Directions (Fun Deck Cards)

"Growl like a bear." "Pretend you are playing the drums."
This Following Directions Fun Deck focuses on improving
students' memory, motor skills, and processing of directions.
Use the cards individually to present single step directions or
combine them f...

Cards
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R2460

Swimming toward self-control (Play2Learn Go Fish)

Swimming Toward Self-control addresses the importance
self-control and impulse control during school, home, and
afterschool activities.

Cards

R2448

Time Timer

A countdown clock allows children to know when their time
is up and judge how much time is left without having to
know how to tell time

Educational
Games & Toys

R2455

What would you do at School if....? (Fun Deck Cards)

56 Colourful, Illustrated Cards. Fun, Easy Way to Practice
Problem Solving & Good Social Skills. Educational Helps
Children Learn to Make Good Choices In & Around School

Cards

R2457

Food (Webber Photo Cards)

Consists of card pairs – ideal for memory, matchup, and go
fish games. The deck has content/game idea cards.

Cards

R2462

Catch and Release your Anger (Play2Learn Go Fish)

Catch and Release your Anger is designed to help children
manage anger in a thoughtful and nonaggressive way. Each
card will offer a scenario where someone has done
something as a result of an angry situation.

Cards

R2400

The Social Story Book

Over the last decade, Carol Gray's Social Stories approach
has become established as a highly effective way of teaching
social and life skills to children on the autism spectrum.
Taking the form of short narratives, the Stories in My Social
Stories Book ...

Carol Gray

Books

R2416

Super flex ... A Superhero Social Thinking Curriculum

Super flex: A Superhero Social Thinking Curriculum provides
educators, parents and therapists fun and motivating ways
to teach students with Asperger Syndrome, high functioning
autism, ADHD and other diagnosed and undiagnosed social
difficulties how to bu...

Stephanie Madrigal &
Michelle Garcia
Winner

Books
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R2432

3Scene Sequencing Cards

Children watch a dog catch a bone, a boy fill an aquarium &
more…with simple picture stories that are lots of fun to
sequence! Students just arrange 3 cards in logical order to
complete each sequence…then turn the cards over to check
their answers! Set i...

Educational
Games & Toys

R2467

Reel in Responsibility (Play2Learn Go Fish)

Reel in Responsibility teaches players how to interact
responsibly at school, at home, and within the community.
Based on the scenarios presented on the cards, players are
asked to identify behaviours as responsible or irresponsible.
Most of the question...

Cards

R2466

School of Success (Play2Learn® Go Fish)

School of Success teaches children that success in school and
later in life depends on more than intelligence and hard
work. To be successful, a person needs to get organised, stay
organised, set goals, and purse those goals in an efficient
way. The term ...

Cards

R2405

No More Meltdowns : Positive Strategies for Managing and
Preventing Out of Control Behaviour

It could happen at the grocery store. At a restaurant. At
school. At home. Meltdowns are stressful for both child and
adult, but Dr. Baker can help! Author of the award-winning
"Social Skills Picture Book Series", Dr. Jed Baker offers
parents and teacher...

Jed Baker

Books

R2399

Social Skills and Adaptive Behaviour in Learners with Autism
Spectrum Disorders

Promoting better social skills and behaviour is a top priority
for anyone who works with learners with autism but which
practices really improve outcomes? Find out in this cuttingedge volume, a reader friendly synthesis of the latest
findings from more ...

Peter F Gerhardt (ed)

Books

R2414

The Zones of Regulation

For professionals and parents to use with students primary
school through high school. Book and CD. The Zones of
Regulation is a curriculum geared toward helping students
gain skills in consciously regulating their actions, which in
turn leads to increas...

Leah Kuypers

Books
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R2425

5 Senses Dominoes (Socialisation)

A fun game to help children understand and explore the role
of the five human senses in everyday life. Children classify
objects according to the ways in which they relate to the
human senses.

R2394

Social Story Talking on the Phone and Responding
Appropriately (Talking Together Social Stories)

This book contains two short stories. The first story teaches
children important telephone skills. The second story teaches
children to how to respond in difficult situations from a
child's perspective.

R2426

Learning to Read Antonyms (Literacy)

Match the cards for the opposite words.

R2434

Dotty Dinosaurs

Help the dinosaurs to find their missing spots.

R2402

Exploring Feelings for Young Children with High Functioning
Autism or Asperger's Disorder : The Stamp Treatment Manual

R2439

Sounds at Home Listening Lotto Game

Throw the dice to match shapes or colours and be the first to
cover your dinosaur board, in this fun game for young
players.
Two games in one!
Young children with autism have particular difficulty in
understanding and controlling their emotions, especially
when those emotions are negative. This practical manual for
professionals provides a set of simple strategies to help
children with high functioning autism

Listening Lotto resources are an excellent way to assist
children with listening and concentration skill. Making
connections between sound and sight, strengthens sensory
development and aids early learning skills. Sounds at Home
features items such as cl...

Educational
Games & Toys

Jene Aviram

Books

Educational
Games & Toys
Educational
Games & Toys

Tony Attwood,
Angela Scarpa ,
Anthony Wells

Books

Educational
Games & Toys
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R2395

Social Story Making Mistakes and Making Responsible Choices
(Talking Together Series)

This book contains two short stories. The first story teaches
children that we all make mistakes and how to handle these
challenging situation. The second story teaches children to
take responsibility for their own actions and make
responsible choices.

Jene Aviram

Books

R2410

The Autistic Brain: Helping Different Kinds of Minds Succeed

Weaving her own experience with remarkable new
discoveries, Grandin introduces the advances in
neuroimaging and genetic research that link brain science to
behaviour, even sharing her own brain scan to show which
anomalies might explain common symptoms. M...

Temple Grandin &
Richard Panek

Books

R2430

Social Skills Board Game (Boxed set of 6 Board Games)

This great value set of 6 board games model good social skills
and behaviour. The six games include morals, manners,
empathy, and friendship, showing emotions and managing
emotions. Each game supports the development of social
and emotional skills and the co...

R2413

Social Awareness Skills for Children

Children, particularly those with special needs, can require
considerable help in learning how to relate to other people
and how to behave positively and appropriately in social
situations.

R2437

Photo Conversation Cards for Children with Autism and
Asperger's

Help children with autism or Asperger’s learn how to
understand and handle the nuances of social interactions
and improve oral language skills. Use each photo card and its
accompanying social/communication skills story to discuss
specific social situation...

Educational
Games & Toys

Marianna Csoti

Books

Educational
Games & Toys
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R2420

MATCH IT! Sequencing

This colourful box of 20 sets of Sequencing puzzle cards
provides children with an introduction to the ordering of life
cycles and events. Each card set introduces a life cycle or
event that needs to be ordered from left to right.

Educational
Games & Toys

R2418

Matching Expressions (Fun Factory)

Matching Expressions is game of observation, language,
communication, identification and oral expression.

Educational
Games & Toys

In this wooden lotto game your child will match the
characters with the tiles of the same emotional expression.
This is a wonderful game for your ...
Meet a real multitasking family of manipulatives. Help young
children learn all about themselves and their families. Also
great for counting, sorting and patterning.

R2473

All About Me Family Counters (set of 72 in 6 colours)

R2475

Super Sorting Pie

Pie shaped sorting tray and pie crust lid that holds coloured
fruit counters for students to sort, count and learn early
math skills and concepts. Also promotes fine motor
development and grip strength. Sorting and matching
activities can have a calming ...

R2397

Social Story Sometimes I Have to Wait and When to Say
Thanks (Talking Together Social Stories)

This book contains two short stories. The first story teaches
children how to deal with having to wait. The second story
teaches children to show their appreciation to others, which
is an essential social skill.

R2474

Play Money Australian Coins & Notes

100 Notes & 360 coins

Educational
Games & Toys

Educational
Games & Toys

Jene Aviram

Books

Educational
Games & Toys
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R2472

Geometric Shapes in Jar – Set of 80 pieces

Beginning geometry students get a hands-on introduction to
solid forms with this tub of 3D plastic shapes. The 80 pieces
include 8 each of 10 different shapes from cones, spheres
and cylinders to cubes, pyramids and more. The cylinder is
2.5cm tall

Educational
Games & Toys

R2469

Fishing for Feelings (Play2Learn Go Fish)

Fishing for Feelings teaches the skills needed to successfully
deal with feelings, recognise feelings in others, and identify
appropriate feelings. Players practice talking about their
feelings in an open-ended and nonthreatening way.

Cards

R2444

My First Touch & Feel Picture Cards: Things That Go

Perfect for helping children develop early language skills, this
exciting range of interactive flash cards reinforces learning
through touch.

Cards

R2382
R2502

Actions ages 4 and up.
Right from the Start: Behavioural Intervention for young
children with autism

R2501

Story Sequencing Pocket Chart Card Set

Parents of young children (ages 18 months to 5 years) with a
diagnosis of autism, face the critical decision of which
educational treatment program to choose for their child. To
help guide them through this complex decision-making
process

y Sandra L. Harris
Ph.D & Mary Jane
Weiss Ph.D. BCBA)

This set challenges kids in a fun and colourful manner by
providing real-life sequences to tell a story

Cards
Books

Cards

Younger kids can work with the picture sequences, while
older ones can learn to recognize objects in the picture and
match them. Kids will improve the...
R2500

Early Learning Language Library: Photo Cards

Build vocabulary, expressive language, and communication
skills with the Early Learning Language Library. Beautiful
colour photo cards of everyday objects have guided
questions on the back that reinforce basic principles for
young learners. 160 photo card...

Super Duper
Publications

Cards
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R2499

Basic Vocabulary Photo Card Set

Help children build vocabulary by engaging with 16 everyday
themes. Write & wipe cards feature a photograph and
word(s) on 1 side. The reverse side features and image and
space for writing. Includes: 156 Photo Cards & Activity guide

Learning Resources

Cards

R2478
R2381

My First Number Snap
Watch me Learn: A New Beginning

Number Snap & Pairs
A New Beginning teaches beginner developmental skills
through the use of video modelling within the context of play
and the everyday life of a child. Skills are performed by
children in natural settings and fun play scenarios.

Cards
DVD/Computer
Software

R2383

What's Missing?

This game will develop verbal expression, identification of
missing objects and problem solving. It consists of 28 pairs of
2 piece jigsaws the aim of game is to observe each set of
cards carefully and identify the missing parts? This game will
develop v...
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R2389

Social Story The Playground & The Beach(Now I get it Social
Stories)

One of a set of practical social story books that demonstrate
appropriate behaviour and build self-esteem. The stories
teach social skills and prepare children for everyday
situations and events. Children learn how to deal with events
and social situations

Jene Aviram

Books

R2384

Australian Money Super Spin

Versatile Money Game which provide children with hands on
experience for identifying, counting, adding and subtracting,
correlating and exchanging money and recognition of
equivalent values. Spin the spinner, work out the value of the
items and cover the...

Top Class
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R2391

Social Story Talking About My Day & When Things Change
(Now I get it Social Stories)

This book contains two short stories. The first story teaches
children how to tell caregivers about their day. The second
story teaches children to cope with change and transitions.

Jene Aviram

Books
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R2388

Social Story Getting Ready for School & Getting Ready for Bed
(Now I Get it! Social Stories)

R2390

Social Story Getting Angry and Sharing (Now I get it Social
Stories)

Each story is presented with delightful illustrations featuring
a child...
Social stories set clear expectations and teach children to
deal effectively with social situations.

This book contains two short stories. The first story teaches
children how to manage their anger in an appropriate
manner. The second story teaches children to share and take
turns with their peers.

Jene Aviram

Books

Jene Aviram

Books

Jene Aviram

Books

Each story is presented with delightful illustrations f...
R2392

Social Story Answering Questions & Saying Hi and Bye (Now I
get it Social Stories, Answering)

This book contains two short stories. The first story teaches
children to answer questions in an appropriate manner. The
second story teaches children to greet others in a variety of
situations.
Each story is presented with delightful illustrations feat...

R2387

Social Story The Restaurant and the Movies (Now I get it
Social Stories)

Social Stories for children with autism. Very popular book
that teaches children appropriate behaviour in social
situations. Each page is delightfully illustrated.
Comprehension questions reinforce learning and
understanding.

Jene Aviram

Books

R2385

Social Story Playing with a Friend and Winning & Losing (Now I
Get it! Social Stories)

Social stories set clear expectations and teach children to
effectively deal with social situation.

Jene Aviram

Books
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R2386

Social Story I Don't Understand and Giving & Getting Help
(Now I Get it! Social Stories)

Social stories set clear expectations and teaches children to
effectively deal with social situations.

Jene Aviram

Books

R2498

Sentence Building

Sentence Building Open-ended Learning Game, Grades K 2

R2497

The Science of Making Friends: Helping Socially Challenged
Teens and Young Adults

This book offers parents a step-by-step guide to making and
keeping friends for teens and young adults with social
challenges—such as those diagnosed with autism spectrum
disorder, ADHD, bipolar, or other conditions.

Elizabeth Laugeson

Books

R2494

Freda Says Please

Freda likes to play school and pretend to be the teacher. But
when Percy and Emma join in on the fun, they realize that
Freda needs some help saying "please," "thank you," and
"you're welcome.

Stuart J. Murphy

Books

R2490

The Autism Discussion Page on the Core Challenges of Autism :
A Toolbox for Helping Children with Autism Feel Safe,
Accepted, and Competent

The Autism Discussion Page green book covers anxiety and
stress, challenging behaviours, stretching comfort zones,
discipline, and school issues. It also provides more general
teaching and mentoring strategies for coaching children on
the autism spectrum ...

Bill Nason

Books

R2503

Uniquely Human: A Different Way of Seeing Autism

Autism therapy typically focuses on ridding individuals of
“autistic” symptoms such as difficulties interacting socially,
problems in communicating, sensory challenges, and
repetitive behaviour patterns.

Barry M. Prizant

Books

Cards
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R2507

Madi Starts School

Blue-eyed Madi is growing up, and now it is time for her to
go to school. At school, Madi learns many things and so do
her classmates and her teachers. We all know it’s not easy
being different, especially when you struggle to find words to
express yours...

Monique Cain

Books

R2496

Percy Listens Up

Percy likes to play so much he sometimes forgets to listen.
With the help of his parents and teachers, Percy learns how
to listen to understand directions, learn new things, be safe,
and have more fun.

Stuart J. Murphy

Books

R2489

The Autism Discussion Page on Anxiety, Behaviour, School, and
Parenting Strategies : A toolbox for helping children with
autism feel safe, accepted, and competent

The Autism Discussion Page green book covers anxiety and
stress, challenging behaviours, stretching comfort zones,
discipline, and school issues. It also provides more general
teaching and mentoring strategies for coaching children on
the autism spectrum ...

Bill Nason

Books

R2492

Emma's Friendwich

Emma wants to make friends with the girl next door, but
what should she do? What if she smiles, asks to play, and
shares her toys. Pre readers and beginning readers will love
this sweet story and learn valuable tips about making friends
of their own.

Stuart J. Murphy

Books

R2488

Activity Schedules for Children with Autism : Teaching
Independent Behaviour

Activity schedules are a set of pictures or words that cue a
child to follow a sequence of steps. The second edition of
this text discusses the latest research that points to positive
outcomes from using activity schedules, including better self
management

Lynn E. McClannahan
& Patricia J. Krantz

Books

R2487

Switched on : A Memoir of Brain Change, Emotional
Awakening, and the Emerging Science of Neurostimulation

In Switched On, we follow New York Times bestselling author
and 'free-range Aspergian' John Elder Robison as he journeys
towards having his emotional intelligence 'unlocked' by this
remarkable new treatment.

John Elder Robison

Books
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R2495

Freda Stops a Bully : Emotional Skills: Bullying

Freda loves her new pink shoes. But when she wears them to
school, a boy teases her. What can Freda do to make the
bully stop?
Blue-eyed Madi has a difficult gift. At first sight she looks just
like most other kids her age, but she is different – she has
autism. This book tells about Madi’s early years and how
hard it was to discover what was going on inside her precious
mind an...

Stuart J. Murphy

Books

R2504

Madi

Monique Cain

Books

R2506

Madi goes Shopping

Although Madi looks just like all the other kids you see at the
shops she is different – she has autism. As Madi grows up
she and her parents notice the unspoken accusations of
others. See the world through Madi’s eyes as she goes
shopping and understand...

Monique Cain

Books

R2505

Madi at Kinder

Madi is ready for Kinder, but it is not easy for her or her
teachers and classmates to understand her. Look at the
world through Madi’s eyes as she goes to Kinder and
understand the challenges and joys of daily life with autism
for Madi, her classmates, ...

Monique Cain

Books

R2491

Neurotribes : The Legacy of Autism and the Future of
Neurodiversity

A "New York Times" bestseller Winner of the 2015 Samuel
Johnson Prize for nonfiction A ground-breaking book that
upends conventional thinking about autism and suggests a
broader model for acceptance, understanding, and full
participation in society for p...

Steve Silberman

Books

R2493

Percy Gets Upset : Emotional Skills: Dealing with Frustration

Sometimes Percy gets upset. He scowls and stamps his feet.
But when he learns to take a deep breath, count to ten, and
talk about his feelings, he can calm down. When Percy's not
upset, he can have fun again!

Stuart J Murphy

Books
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R2486

Behaviour Solutions for the Home and Community : A Handy
Reference Guide for Parents and Caregivers

"Behaviour Solutions for the Home" is a tool for parents who
have children whose behaviours are impeding their daily life.

Beth Aune

Books

R2479

The New Social Story Book

This book offers ready to use stories that parents and
educators have depended on for years, and new sections
added are: How to most effectively use and apply the stories;
How to improve the lives of younger children; and Social
Stories for teens and adults

Carol Gray

Books

(Revised & Expanded 2015)
R2481

Helping Children with Autism Spectrum Conditions through
Everyday Transitions: Small Changes Big Challenges

Facing any type of change can cause confusion and anxiety
for individuals with autism spectrum disorders.

John Smith, Jane
Donlan and Bob
Smith

Books

R2480

The Loving Push: How parents & professionals can help
spectrum kids become successful adults.

Chapters cover how to break bad habits, teaching vital life
skills, stretching your child beyond their comfort zone &
much more.

Temple Grandin &
Debra Moore

Books

R2482
R2483

Learning to Sequence
Skill streaming in Early Childhood: A Guide for Teaching
Prosocial Skills

6Scene Set with 8 picture stories
3rd Edition (with CD)
Skill streaming in Early Childhood employs a four-part
training approach: modelling, roleplaying, performance
feedback, and generalization, to teach essential prosocial
skills to preschool and kindergarten age children. This book
pr...

R2485

Watch me Learn: A New Beginning

A New Beginning teaches beginner developmental skills
through the use of video modelling within the context of play
and the everyday life of a child. Skills are performed by
children in natural settings and fun play scenarios.

Ellen McGinnis

Watch Me Learn
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R2484

Listening Lotto Outside Sounds

Listening Lotto resources are an excellent way to assist
children with listening and concentration skill. Making
connections between sound and sight, strengthens sensory
development and aids early learning skills. Outside Sounds
features items such as ca...
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